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PREFACE 
In the theory of abehaii groups, the concept of neat, pure, basic, high, 
and divisible groups etc. are well known. A lot of work has been done on 
quasi-isomorphic groups, isotype subgroups and uniformly quasi-isomorphic 
families of groups etc. Some of these results have been generalized for mod-
ules over Dedekind prime rings and {hnp)-iiugs. Singh [37,38,40,41], Khan 
[13,14,15,16,17.18,19 etc.], Mehdi [21,22,23,...,36], Abbasi [26,27,28,...,33], 
Sirohi and Sikander generalized these concepts for TAG and QTAG-modules 
over the associative rings with unity. In this dissertation, the results of closed 
modules, semiclosed modules, quasi-isomorphic groups, Ulm invarients, quasi 
/i-pure submodules and semi h-pme submodules axe studied and compiled. 
The i^resent dissertation comprises four chapters having various sec-
tions.The first section of each chapter provides an introduction to its con-
tents.The number like 3.2.4. indicates result 4 of Section 2 of Chapter 3.As 
usual the number in brackets refers to the references hsted in the bibliography. 
In chapt(>r one, some basic definitions and results which are the prereq-
uisite to discuss the results in the subsequent chapters have been stated.It 
serves the pmpose to acquaint the reader with the terminology and basic 
facts often used.We have collected them to make the dissertation as much 
self contained as possible. 
The concept of closed QTAG-module was defined by Mehdi[21]. The 
characterization of closed modules in terms of their basic submodule is very 
significant. In chapter two we have compiled the definitions and results re-
lated to closed modules. We also studied the generalization of closed modules 
as semi closed and quasi closed modules. It is interesting to note that if a 
QTAG-modnle M = K ®T such that K is closed and T is a direct sum of 
uniserial modules, then M need not be closed. The concept of quasi closed 
modules was introduced by Mehdi [25]. It is observed that quasi closed mod-
ules i.e. the direct sum of /i-divisible and closed modules is quasi complete 
[25] with respect to /i-topology. 
The concept of quasi-isomorphism of QTAG-modnles was introduced by 
Mehdi [31]. Two QT^lG-modules are quasi-isomorphic if they contain iso-
morphic cobounded submodules. 
Chapter three deals with the results about cobounded submodules which 
inherit basic submodules. A submodule A^  of a QTAG-module M which 
m 
contain Hk{M), k = 0,1,2, . . . .oc such that Hk(M) C N c M, then N 
has a basic snbniodule containing Hk{B) for every basic submoduie B of M. 
We have compiled some very interesting results related to uniformly quasi-
isomorphic families of QTAG-modules and characterized in terms of Ulm 
factors and Ulm invarients. 
The last chapter deals with the structure of quasi /i-pure submodules, 
semi /i-pure submodules, /i-pure hulls and intersection of /j-pure hulls. We 
also discussed the charaterization of /i-purc hulls of QTAG-vaodnlQ?, in terms 
of A^-high subgroups. 
In the end, a comprehensive bibliography with the authors' names in 
alphabetical order is given enlisting books and papers which have been re-
ferred to in the dissertation. 
Firdh^usi Begam 
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infinite height. 
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In this chapter, we have cohected some basic definitions and results relevant to the 
study of QTAG-niodules. In the theory of abehan groups the concept of neat, pure, 
basic, high, and divisible groups etc. are very significant. Some of these concepts were 
genrelaized for modules by R.B.Warfield [43|, H.Marubayashi and S.Singh [37,38,40,41] 
etc.Later on M.Z.Khan [13.14,15,16,17.18, 19 etc.].A.Mehdi [21,22,23...,36.etc.],Abbasi, 
Sirohi and Sikander etc.generalized various results for S'2-modules.S.Singh [38] called 
them TAG-modules and proved that the results which are true for TAG-modules are 
also true for QTAG-modules [38]. 
Throughout this dissertation all the rings considered are associative with unity, and 
the modules are torsion and unital right R-modules.In the second section we state de-
finition and properties of QTAG-modules.Then the definitions of h-neat, h-pure, basic 
and h-divisible modules etc. are stated and their properties highlighted.In section three 
the topological aspect of QTAG-modules is discussed and Hk{M), k = 0,1,2,- •• ,00 
forms a base for the neighbourhood system of zero. Thus a topology arises known as h-
topology are studied. Section four deals with cr^''-projective modules,totahy projective 
modules,Ulm subrnodules and Ulm factors etc.which are necessary for this study. 
Section 2 
1.2. Some Basic Concepts 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .2 .1 . A modulo M is said to be uniform, if the intersection of any 
two of its non-zero subrnodules is non-zero. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .2 .2 . Let M^ be a module, then xeM is said to be uniform, if xR is 
a uniform module. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .2 .3 . Let M be non-zero module.Then a finite chain of subrnodules 
oi M = Mo D Mi D M2 D M-i D D M„ = 0 is called the composition series of 
length n for M, provided that Mi/M:+i is simple for every i. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .2.4. A module M is said to be uniserial,if it has a unique composi-
tion series and its decomposition length is denoted by d(M). 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .2 ,5 . A QTAG- module M is said to be decomposable, if it is a direct 
sum of uniserial modules [2]. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .2 .6 . Let x be a uniform element, then d[xR) is defined to be the 
exponent of a; and is denoted by e(x). 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .2 .7 . A unital, torsion module M is said to be the TAG-module (or 
5'2-module) if it satisfies the following: 
(i) Every finitely generated submodule of every homomorphic image of M is a direct 
sum of uniserial modules. 
(ii) Given any two uniserial subniodules U and V of a homomorphic image of M, 
for any submodule W of U, any non-zero homomorphism f : W -^ V can be ex-
tended to a homomorphism g : [/ -> V, provided the composition length d{U/W) < 
diV/fiW))l38]. 
This also implies that every element of M may be written as a finite sum of uni-
form elements. Without loss of generality we may consider uniform elements only. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .2 .8 . A module satisfying only the first condition of Definition 1.2.7 
is said to be the QTAG-module [38]. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .2 .9 . Let x bo a uniform element of M.Then sup {d{U/xR)}, where 
U runs through all the uniserial modules of M containing x, is defined to be the height 
of X' in M and is denoted by HM{^) or simply by H(x) [15]. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .2 .10 . For every k>0, Hk{M) denotes the submodule of M generated 
by the uniform elements of height at least k [15]. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 . 2 . 1 1 . Let Af be a QTAG-module.The submodule generated by the 
uniform elements of exponent atmost k is denoted by H'^{M) [15]. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .2 .12 . Let M be a module/Then the sum of all simple submodules 
of M is called the Socle of M and is denoted by Soc(M).A submodule of Soc(iV/) is 
called a subsocle of M. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .2 .13 . A module M is said to be bounded if there exists an integer 
n such that H(j;)<n for every uniform element X G M [40]. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .2 .14 . Any bounded QTAG-module M is a direct sum of uniserial 
modules [Corollary 1,40]. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1 .2 .15 . If M is a QTAG-module and N is a submodule of M, then 
A^  can be embedded in a bounded summand of M if and only if the heights of the 
uniform elements of N in M are bounded [Th.3,14]. 
R e m a r k 1 .2 .16 . The submodule of M generated by the uniform elements of infi-
00 
nite height is denoted by M^Equivalently M^= f| Hk{M). 
fc=0 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .2 .17 . Let A^  be a submodule of M,then A'' is said to be essential in 
M if A' n TT^O, for every non-zero submodule T of M and M is said to be the essential 
extension of N. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1 .2 .18 . If N is essential submodule of M, then Soc(A') = Soc(M). 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .2 .19 . A submodule A^  of M is said to be h-neat in M,if 
H^{N) =N nHi{M) [15]. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .2 .20 . A submodule N of M is said to be h-pure in M if 
Hk{N)= NnHkiM) for every k = 0,1-.'^,^ ,oo N -
P r o p o s i t i o n 1 .2 .21 . Every direct summaiid of a QTAG-moduIe is Ji-pure. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1 .2 .22 . Every bounded /i-pure submodule of a QTAG-module is a 
summand.[Th.l.3,38] 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1 .2 .23 . If M is a QTAG- module such that M/K ^ (N/K) © 
(T/K), where N,T and K are the submodules of M and K is h-pure in N, then T is 
also h-pure in M [Cor.2,15!. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1 .2 .24 . If A' is asubmoduie of a QTAG-module M and HIV{X)=HM{X) 
for every uniform element x G Soc (A"), then N is h- pure in M [Lemma 1,14]. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .2 .25 . A QTAG-module M is called h-pure complete,if for every 
subsocle S of M there exists an h-pure submodule N of M such that S = Soc(A') [13]. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .2 .26 . Let M be a QTAG-module.A subset {xj | i G / } of uniform 
elements of M is called h-pure independent, if it is independent in the sense that Y^XiR 
is direct and it is an h-pure submodule of A4 [18]. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .2 .27 . For a QTAG-module M and an ordinal a , H„ (M) is defined 
as H, (M) = n HpiM) 
p<(j 
R e m a r k 1 .2 .28 . Since uj is the first infinite ordinal 
oo 
H^{M) = f] H, (M) = M' 
k=0 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .2 .29 . A QTAG-module ^f is said to be a pillard module, iiM/H^{M) 
is a direct sum of uniserial modules [31]. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .2 .30 . For an ordinal a , a submodule A^  of M is said to be a-pure, 
if H^iU) nN = Hp{N) for all /? < a 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .2 .31 . A submodule A^  of M is said to be isotype in M,if it is cr-piire 
for every ordinal a [38]. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .2 .32 . Let M be a QTAG-module and A-" a submodule of M.An ele-
ment xG M is said to be proper with respect to A", if H(x+N)> y for every y Gx+N.In 
other words, if H(,x) = a, then .r i H^^i{M]+ N [29]. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .2 .33 . A submodule A' of a QTAG-module M is nice, if for every 
ordinal a, there exists an elemenc x^ G Na-^-i/Na which is proper with respect to A^ .^ 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1 .2 .34 . A submodule N of a QTAG-module M is nice in M if and 
only if /f^(M/N) = {H^{M) + N)/N, for every ordinal a [29], 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .2 .35 . A QTAG-module M is called h-divisible, \i Hi{M) = M [16]. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1 .2 .36 . A QTAG-module M is h-divisible if and only if every uni-
form element of Soc [M) is of infinite height [Lemma 2,16]. 
T h e o r e m 1 .2 .37 . A QTAG-module M is h-divisible if and only if M is a direct 
sum of infinite length uniform submodules [Th.2,16]. 
T h e o r e m 1 .2 .38 . If M is a QTAG-module and A^  is h-divisible submodule of M, 
then A^  is a direct summand of M [Th.4,16]. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .2 .39 . Let A/ be a QTAG-module.The h-divisible hull of M is the 
intersection of all h-divisible QTAG-modulcs containing M.In other words it is the 
smallest h-divisible QTAG-module containing M. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .2 .40 . A QTAG-module M is said to be /i-reduced if it is free from 
the elements of infinite height.Equivalently, it may be said that M does not have a 
h-divisiblc submodule. 
A submodule of a cyclic module need not be cyclic but this happens if the rings 
are (Imp)-rings.To define a (hnp)-ring we need the following: 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 . 2 . 4 1 . An i?-module M is projective if for every diagram 
M 
.V - ^ K -^- O 
with exact row of /^-modules there exists a iiomomorphism "/ :M-^ N such that the 
diagram is commutative i.e J7 = a 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .2 .42 . An i?-module M is injective if for every diagram 




with exact row of /?-modules there exists a homomorphism \\ : K -^ M such that the 
diagram is connnutative i.e hf = g 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .2 .43 . A ring R is Noetherian, if it satisfies A.C.C. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .2 .44 . A ring R is hereditary, if every ideal of i? is a projective R-
module. 
T h e o r e m 1 .2 .45 . A ring R is hereditary if and only if every submodule of a 
projective i?-module is projective. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .2 .46 . A ring R is said to be prime, if the annihilator of a non-zero 
ideal of R (as an i?-module) is zero. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .2 .47 . A ring is bounded (Imp)-ring , if it is bounded, hereditary, 
Noetherian and prime ring. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .2 .48 . If M is a torsion module over a bounded (hnp)-ring i?, then M 
is called a ^-module if all of its high submodules are direct sums of cychc modules [17]. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1 .2 .49 . If M is a torsion module over a bounded (hnp)-ring R, then 
M is a J]]-module if and only if Hk{M) is a ^-module, for every k>0 [Cor.16,17]. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1 .2 .50 . If M is a torsion module over a bounded (hnp)-ring R and 
A^  is a submodule such that A^  5 Hk{M), then A^  is a ^-module provided that M is 
a ^-module [Cor. 17,17]. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1 .2 .51 . Let M be a reduced QTAG module.Then M is a X^-module 
if and only if H,,.{M) is a ^-module for ah k = 0,1,2,3 ,oo [17]. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1 .2 .52 . Every h-divisible module is injective. 
Basic submodules of a QTAG-module play a significant role in the study of QTAG-
modules. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .2 .53 . Let M be a QTAG module.A submodule B of M is called a 
basic submodule of M, if the following conditions hold: 
(i) B is an h-purc submodule of Ad. 
(ii) B is a direct sum of uniserial modules. 
(iii) M/B is a direct sum of uniform modules of infinite length i.e M/B is h-divisible 
[18]. 
00 
R e m a k 1 .2 .54 . Basic submodules B of M can be written as 5 = 0 Si, where 
each Bi is a direct sum of uniserial modules of length i [18]. 
T h e o r e m 1 .2 .55 . Every QTAG-module contains a basic submodule [18]. 
T h e o r e m 1 .2 .56 . Let M be a QTAG-module and S be a submodule of M with 
oo 
5 = 0 5 , , , where each B^ is a direct sum of uniserial modules of length n, then B is 
n = l 
a basic submodule of M if and only if M = 5i © ^2 ® 5,3 ® © 5„ffi (5*, Hn{M)), 
where 5,; = 5 , ^ , © 5„+2® fTh.2,18], 
oo 
T h e o r e m 1 .2 .57 . Let M be a QTAG-module and 5 = 0 5„, where each 5„ 
n = l 
is a direct sum of uniserial modules of length n.Then 5 is a basic submodule of M if 
and only if 5 i © 52 © 5.'j © © 5„ is a direct summand of M and is ma.ximal with 
respect to the property 
(5i © 52 © 53 © © 5„_i © En) n HniM) = 0. 
T h e o r e m 1 .2 .58 . Any two basic submodules of M are isomorphic [Th.5,18]. 
oo 
T h e o r e m 1 .2 .59 . Let 5 = 0 5i be a basic submodule of a QTAG-module 
i=l 
M.Then M can be written as M = Sk ® Mk, where Mk = 5^ + Hk{M), Bl = Bk+i 
©5A;+2® and Sk is the maximal summand of M bounded by k [Th.9,16]. 
R e m a r k 1 .2 .60 . The above decomposition is called HB-decomposition. 
Section 3 
1.3.Topological Considerations 
In li-topology the set of modules Hk{M), k = 0,1, 2, oo forms a base for the 
neighbourhood system of zero.We call the submodules of M closed with respect to 
h-topology as complete modules. 
We start with following result: 
00 
T h e o r e m 1 .3 .1 . A submodule N of M is said to be complete if A" = TV = f| (A" 
fc=0 
+ i7fe(M))and ~N is called the completion of N with respect to the h-topology [1]. 
R e m a r k 1 .3 .2 . M^ is the completion of zero module. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .3 .3 . A submodule A^  of M is said to be dense if iV = M. 
Section 4 
1.4. Ulm Submodules And Totally Projective QTAG-
modules 
Here we state some important definitions and results which are general in nature 
but significant for the next chapters. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .4 .1 . Let M be a QTAG-module.It defines a well ordered sequence 
of submodules M = M° D M^ D M^ D .... D M^ = 0 for some ordinal r. Here 
Ml = n Hk{M). M^+i = {AFY and M"" = f] M^ if a is a Hmit ordinal. M" is said 
/c£w p<(7 
to be the a'^'-Uhn submodule of M 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .4 .2 . The o-*''-Ulm factor of a QTAG-module M is the quotient 
M^/M^^^ = Ma. Mo, Ml, , M^, ....{a < r) is said to the Ulm sequence of M and r 
is the Ulm type of M [33]. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .4 .3 . For a QTAG-module M, the a '^^ -Ulm invariant of M, /M(O-) is 
the cardinal number g{Sa{Ha{M))/Soc{H„+i{M))) [29|. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .4 .4 . For a submodule N of a QTAG-module M, the a*''-Ulm invari-
ant of M wih respect to N is defined as f„{M, N) •= g{Soc{Ha{M)/{Ha+i{M) + N)n 
Soc{H,{M))) [29]. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .4 .5 . For the ordinals a and (5, 
(i) /3 e a means 0 < /? < a; 
(h) u is the first infinite ordinal and LO* — UJ - {0}; 
(iii) C denotes the cardinality of the set with the power of continuum. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .4 .6 . Let M and M' be two QTAG-modules and N a submodule of 
M.A homoniorphism f : N ^ M' is height preserving homomorphism if 
HM'U{X)) > HM{X) for all x e N. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1.4 .7 . Two QTAG-modules M, M' are quasi isomorphic {M^M') if 3 
submodules A^  C M, N' C M' and integers m, k such that Hk(M) C N, Hrr,{M') C N' 
a n d N ^ A^ ' [31]. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .4 .8 . Let M and A' be QTAG-modules.If M and A^  are quasi isomor-
phic then M/M' ^ N/N^ |31j. 
T h e o r e m 1.4.9 If M^M'.Then M is a direct sum of uniserial modules if and only 
if M' is a direct sum of uniserial modules. 
T h e o r e m 1 .4 .10 Let M and M' be quasi isomorphic QTAG-modules.Then M is 
closed if and only if M' is closed [31]. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 . 4 . 1 1 . Let a be an ordinal.A QTAG-module M is called cr-projective 
\iHa{Ext (71/,C))=0 for all QTAG-modules C. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .4 .12 . A reduced QTAG-module M is called totally projective if 
Ha{Ext{M/H^{M),C)) = 0 for all ordinals a and QTAG-modules C. 
R e m a r k 1 .4 .13 . M is totally projective if and only if M/H„{M) is a-projective 
for every ordinal a. 
R e m a r k 1 .4 .14 . Direct smns and summands of totally projective QTAG-modules 
are totally projective. 
R e m a r k 1 .4 .15 . A totally projective QTAG-module of Ulm type < a is a- pro-
jective. 
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R e m a r k 1 .4 .16 . A QTAG-module M is k-projective if and only if Hk{M) = 0. 
R e m a r k 1 .4 .17 , Direct sums of uniserial modules are totally projective and 
w—projective. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .4 ,18 . A QTAG-module M is {u + l)-projective if there exists sub-
module A^  C H^(M) such that M/N is a direct sum of uniserial modules [29]. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .4 .19 . A QTAG-module M is (u + /c)-projective if there exists sub-
module A^  C H^{M) such that M/N is a direct sum of uniserial modules [29j. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .4 .20 . For any QTAG-module M , g(M) denotes the smallest cardi-
nal number A such that M admits a generating set X of uniform elements of cardinality 
A i.e.#(A:) = A [38]. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 . 4 . 2 1 . The final g{M) or fin g{M) of a QTAG-module M is defined 
as the infimum of g{Hk{M)) for A; = 0,1,2, , oo i.e fin g(M) = m{.g{Hk{M) [29]. 
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CHAPTER II 
CLOSED MODULES AND THEIR 
GENERALIZATIONS 
2.1. Introduction 
The concept of closed QTAG-module was defined by Mehdi[21]. In this chapter 
we have compiled the definitions and results related to closed modules.Their charac-
terization in terms of their basic submodule is very significant.The generalization of 
closed modules as semi closed and quasi closed modules are also studied. 
In section 2, we have collected some important results regarding basic submodules 
which are necessary for the study of closed modules. Section 3 contains characterization 
of closed modules in terms of basic submodules.lt is observed that two closed QTAG-
modules are isomorphic if and only if their basic submodules are isomorphic. Section 
4 contains the results which deal with the homological aspect of QTAG-modules. In-
jectivity and the extension of isomorphisms are dealt here. In section 5, we studied 
the concept of semi closed modules.lt is interesting to note that if a QTAG-module 
M = K ®T such that K is closed and T is a direct sum of uniserial modules,then M 
need not be closed. Section 6, deals with the concept quasi closed modules introduced 
by Mehdi [25].It is observed that quasi closed modules i.e the direct sum of h-divisible 
and closed module is quasi complete [25] with respect to /i-topology. 
Section-2 
2.2. Basic Submodules 
In this section, we compile the results related to basic submodules generalized by 
Khan [18] and Mehdi [21]for QTAG-modules. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 . 2 . 1 . Let Af be a QTAG-module. A submodule B of M is called a 
basic submodule of M,if the following conditions hold: 
(i) B is an /i-pure submodule of M, 
(ii) B is a direct sum of uniserial modules. 
(iii) M/B is a direct sum of uniform modules of infinite length i.e M/B is /i-divisible 
[18]. 
We need the following fundamental results on basic submodules for further discus-
sion. 
T h e o r e m 2.2.2.If M is a QTAG-mo<Me without elements of infinite height, then 
_ ^^  
M is isomorphic to some h-pure submodule oi B = YL Bi containing B for some basic 
1=1 
submodule B = ^B^oiM. 
( = 1 
oo 
Proof . Let M contain a basic submodule 5 = 0 5j and M = 5 i © B2 • • • ® -B„ ® 
{Bl Hn{M)), where B^ = B,+, © B„+2 
z=l 
Let X G A/, then x can be uniquely expressed as x = 61 + 62 + • • • + 6„ + Xn 
with k G 5 , and .r„ E {BIH,,{M)). Since {B:,,H„{M)) = B^-^i® B*^^,,Hn+i{M)),Xn 
can be written as Xn = hn+i + x„+i with 6„+i G S„+i and Xn+i G (5^^i,if„+i(M)) 
and so on. Now for every x £ M,we can associate a uniquely determined sequence 
(61,62, • • • ) ^n, • • • )• Trivially, the map x -^ (61, ^ 2, •"' , ^n, • • •) can be seen to be an 
isomorphism of M onto a submodule V generated by the elements {bi,b2,- • • ,bn,--- ). 
Now the /i-purity of V in B is to be checked. Since V/B is /i-divisible, it is /t-pure in 
B/B and B is also /i-pure in S implying that V is /!-pure in B. 
T h e o r e m 2 . 2 . 3 . Let M = Mj ©M2 such that B^ and B"^ are the basic submodule 
of Ml and M2 respectively. Then B = B^ ® B'^ is a basic submodule of M. 
00 00 
Proof . Let B^ = © B^ and B^ = 0 52 ^ow we have 
1=1 1=1 
00 00 
5 i © S 2 ^ 0 ( B / ® 5 f ) = 0 B , (say). 
( = 1 1 = 1 
Since Hn(M) = Hn{Mi) © /f„(M2), 5i © • • • © 5„ n ^„(M) = 0. 
Let K be the if,i(M)-high submodule of M which contains 5i © • • • ® 5„. If x is a 
uniform element ot /C such that x 0 5i © • • • © 5„ then by [Theorem 3,13], [Cor. 
1,40] xR is a sunimand of M and it is a direct sum of uniserial modules contained in 
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Bn+x ©Bn^2 © • • • Let yR = soc{xR), then H{y) > n, contrary to the if„(M)-highness 
of /f.ClearIv 5 is a submodule of M. 
Section-3 
2,3. Closed Modules 
Towards the definition of a closed QTAG-module we state the following : 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 . 3 . 1 . Let M be an QTylG-module without elements of infinite height. 
A sequence Xi.x^, • • • Xn- • • of the elements of M is said to converge to a hmit x if 
X - Xk e Hu{M) for every A;=l,2,.... 
R e m a r k 2 . 3 . 2 . Since M is free from the elements of infinite height this limit will 
be unique. 
R e m a r k 2 . 3 . 3 . Let {xn} and {xj^ } be two sequence in M, converging to x and x' 
respectively then {.x,j ± x ' J will converge to {x ± x'}. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 . 3 . 4 . Since every x <E M can be uniquely written as a finite sum of 
uniform elements. We define /i-exponent of an element x 6 M as follows: 
h - exp(x) = max{e(ui), e(M2), • • • , e{un)} 
where x = Ui + ^2 + • • • ^n with Ui uniform [21]. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 . 3 . 5 . A sequence {xn} is said to be a Cauchy-sequence if x^ - Xk^i G 
Hk{M) for every k and h — exp(.'c„) of Xn are bounded for every integer n [21]. 
R e m a r k 2 . 3 . 6 . The sum and difference of two Cauchy sequences are also Cauchy 
sequences. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 . 3 . 7 . A QTAG-module M without elements of infinite height is said 
to be closed if every Cauchy sequence in M has a hmit in M [21]. From [18] we study 
that if B is a l^ asic submodule of M then 5 = 0 A' where each Bi is a direct sum 
( = 1 
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of uniserial modules of length i. The following theorem is a characterization of closed 
modules clarifying their structure 
T h e o r e m 2 . 3 . 8 . A QTAG-module M is closed if and only if M = B = £ fi^, for 
i=0 
some basic submodule B — ^ B., of M. 
j = i 
Proof . Let B be a basic submodule of M and B = 0 i?j. Suppose M — B and {x„} 
is a cauchy sequence in B such that Xn = (61', ^ ' j ' ' " ' • ^^-r ' ' ) where 6^  G 5/c for every 
k and n. Trivially, Xk - x^ .-t-i = {b'l - 6i'^\ 63 - 62^\ • • • , 6^  - 6^^\ • • •) is an element 
of Hk{M). Smco 6f - 6^ +^  e A and x^ - x^+i G i/fc(Af), therefore bf - 6f+^ = 0 for 
i<k and 6f — h\'^^ G Hk{M) for every z > A; and we infer that the first k components 
of Xk and x^+i are identical. 
Corresponding the element x = (b\, b\,- • • ,b^,- • •) which is in B, we have 2:-x^ = 
(0, • • • , 0, bill - bl^^, bill - 6^ ;+2, • • •) such that x -- Xk G ^fe(M). Therefore x is the 
hmit of {x,,} and hence M is closed. 
Conversely, suppose M is a closed QTylG-module with a basic submodule 5 . Now 
iV is isomorphic to a /i-pure submodule y of 5 . Let x = (61,62, • • • ,bk,---) G 5 , we 
define x,j = 61 + 62 + • • • + 6A-„ , where fc„ > n such that b^ G Hn{M) for every k > kn. 
Now /i — exp{x„) < kn and .r„ — x„ + 1 G Hn{M) =^ {x.„} is a Cauchy sequence. 
If x' = (6'j, ,b'^, ) is the limit of {x„} tlienx' —x„ = (6'^  —61,62 —62, •• • ,6/^ ^ — 
6fc„, • • •) G Hn{M), therefore,6i - 61 = 65 - 2^ = • • • = n^ " n^ = 0 i.e b'^ = 6„ for ei^ ery 
n as 6- — bi^Bi and x' = x is an element of M, hence M — B. 
C o r o l l a r y 2 .3 .9 Two closed modules are isomorphic if and only if their basic sub-
modules are isomorphic. 
Proof . Trivial. 
R e m a r k 2 . 3 . 1 0 . Let M be a QTAG-module with a basic submodule B, then B 
is defined to be the closure of M. 
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Consider the QTAG-modu\e M without elements of infinite height, then any sub-
module N C M ca,n be written as N — (BNi, where each Ni is a direct sum of uniserial 
module of length i. Therefore it is always possible to define iV,the closure of A''. 
The following theorem is very helpful in proving the various results: 
T h e o r e m 2 . 3 . 1 1 Every direct summand of a closed module is closed and direct 
sum of a finite number of closed modules is closed. 
Proof . Let M be a closed module such that M = A(BA'.li {xn} is a Cauchy sequence 
in A, then its limit x is also an element of M, where x = x' + x" such that x' E A 
and x" G A'. Now x — x^ — {x' - x„) + x" is an element of Hn{M) for every n. But 
Hn{M) = Hn{A) © Hn{A') i.e x' - Xn e Hn{A) and x" e Hn{A') for every n. 
Since M is free from the elements of infinite height, we have x" = 0, implying that 
x' ~ X e A, hence A is closed. 
For the second part it is sufficient to show that direct sum of two closed module is 
also closed. Let M = M' ® M" where M' and M" are closed modules with B' and B" 
as the basic submodules of Af and M" respectively. For the completion of the proof 
it has been shown that for any basic submodule B of M, M — B. Now appealing 
to theorem 2.3.8, M' = B', and M" = B". Since B' 0 B" = 5 ' © B'\ we may take 
M = B' © B\ but B' © B" is a basic submodule of M [18, 21] and B is isomorphic to 
B' © B". Therefore we can conclude that M = B and M is closed. 
R e m a r k 2 . 3 . 1 2 . Intersection of two closed modules is also closed. 
We may generalize some very famous results for QT AG-modules as follows: 
T h e o r e m 2 . 3 . 1 3 . Each subsoclc of a closed module supports an /i-pure submod-
ule. 
_ '^ 
P r o o f Let B be a basic submodule of M such that M = B and B = 0 Bi- Now 
i=i 
oo 
soc{M) = Yl soc{B^). Suppose A is a subsoclc of M, then A will be decomposable and 
IG 
A = ®ESoc(Bij) for some suitable i.j. Now choosing N = ©S-Bj-, for the same indices 
we get A^  to be an /i-pure submodule of M and the result follows. 
R e m a r k 2 . 3 . 1 4 . Closed modules are h-puie complete. 
T h e o r e m 2 . 3 . 1 5 . A QTAG-module M without elements of infinite height is closed 
if and only if its socle is closed. 
Proof . Suppose Soc(M) is closed i.e. Soc(M) is the complete direct sum of its 
summands.The result has been proved by induction. Let M^ be the submodule of M 
oo 
generated by the uniform elements of exponent at most k, then M — [j Mk and Mk 
is a basic submodule of itself i.e. M^ is a direct sum of uniserial modules. Suppose 
all the modules are closed if they are generated by the elements of exponent atmost 
fc - 1. Clearly Mi = Soc{M) is closed. Consider M^-i which is closed by assumption, 
hence it is a complete direct sum of its summands and we write Mk_i = Mk-\. But 
Mk/Mk-i is closed by assumption implying that Mk/Mi = [Mk/Mi). Now it is trivial 
to check that Mk/Mi = {M'jMi), and we have that Mk = Mk i.e. Mk is also closed. 
Therefore the result follows: 
Conversely, suppose M is closed then M = B = Yl^i^ where B = 0 B i is a basic 
submodule of M Now Soc(M) = Yl,Soc{Bi) i.e. Soc(Af) is also the complete direct of 
its summands and hence by theorem 2.3.8. it is closed. 
T h e o r e m 2 . 3 . 1 6 . Let M be a closed module such that 5 is a subsocle of M and 
K is a subsocle of M such that Soc(K) C S. There exists an /i-pure submodule T of 
M such that K C S and Soc(T) = S. 
P r o o f Appealing to theorem 2.3.13., S supports an /i-pure submodule. Consider the 
family J^ of the /i-pure submodules Ni of M such that K C Ni C Ni+i and Soc(A i^) C S, 
1=1,2,- • • . Since M is free from the elements of infinite height this family will be finite. 
Suppose T is the maximal element of J^, Soc(T) C S. The existence of this maximal 
element can be ensured by Zorn's lemma. Now if x e S such that x 0 T, consider 
A = xR®T, then A/T ^ xR and hence d{A/T)=l. If 9 : M —^ M/T is the natural 
epimorphism, then the inverse image of A/T will contain T and x, contradicting the 
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maximality of T implying that Socfr)^^. 
C o r o l l a r y 2 . 3 . 1 7 . If M is a countable direct sum of closed modules, then M is 
also /i-pure complete. 
Every direct summand of a QTAG module is /i-pure but the converse is not true 
in general. We define /i-reduced modules to give a partial solution of this problem. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 . 3 . 1 8 . A QTAG module is said to be /i-reduced if it does not contain 
any /i-divisible submodules. 
T h e o r e m 2 . 3 . 1 9 . An /i-reduced QTAG-modu\e M is a direct summand of every 
QTAG-vnodwh N in which it is /i-pure if and only if M is closed. 
Proof . Suppose M is a QT^lG-module with the stated property. Let xi G M such 
that H{xi) = oo, which ensures the existence of uniform elements 2^ 2, ^3, • • • ,Xn,--- in 
M such that d{x2R/xiR) = 1, d{x^Rlx2R) = 1, • • • , d{XnR/xn-iR) = 1 and so on. 
Now the submodulc generated by Xi, X2, X3, • • • will be /i-divisible which is contrary to 
the hypothesis, implying that M is free from the elements of infinite height. 
If B is a basic submodule of M, then by Theorem 2.2.2 M can be embedded in B 
as an /i-pure submodule. Suppose M is not closed then M ^ B, but B C M and M is 
not a direct sunnnand of B, which is a contradiction, hence M is closed. 
Conversely, suppose M is closed and M C N such that M is h-pnve in A''. Let B' be a 
basic submodule of M and B' = (BhjR such that (6y)ij=i,2,- is a h-'pnve independent 
set in B', which can be extended to a maximal /i-pure independent subset of N viz. 
(6^, b'l^) where i,j = 1,2, • • • . If B" = ®h'l^R and B = B' ® B", then A^  is the homo-
morphic image of B = B' ® B" i.e. r]{B) — N for some ?], then r/ is a projection of B' 
and M — B' is a direct summand of A'. 
Using the facts stated above we can easily infer the following results: 
00 
T h e o r e m 2 . 3 . 2 0 . Let M be a QrAG-module such that M = ^Mt, where each 
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Mi is closed. Suppose iV is a closed summand of Mj, then N = ^ 1%, where each Ni 
1=1 
is closed. 
Proof . We define Sn = Soc{N n ^"^^ Mi). By theorem 2.3.11 ^ L i Mi is closed and 
from theorem 2.3.13 we have that S„ supports an h-pme submodule T„ C YJ^^i ^d-
Now.vnx:;uM-. 
Consider the natural projection TT ; M ^ A', then 7r(T„) = r„ is closed and /i-pure in 
N and therefore by Theoreni 2.3.15, 7r(T„) is a summand of N. Again we have a chain 
of closed summands of N namely ixiTi) C {T2) • • • C (T„) C • • • where UnlTi) = N 
and we define N, as follows: 
7r(r,_j) 0 TV, = 7r(T,) if z > 1 and N, = iriTi). 
T h e o r e m 2 . 3 . 2 1 . Let M = M'® M" be a QT/lG-module and iV be a h-pme 
closed submodule of M such that 800(7^) C M'. Then M' admits a direct decomposi-
tion i\f' - A^ ' © .V" such that Soc(A '^) C Soc{N) and iV ^ A^ . 
P r o o f Let vr Ije the projection determined by the direct decomposition onto M'. 
Since N is a /i-pure closed submodule of M, ii(N) is also /i-pure and closed and by 
theorem 2.3.19. 7r(A') is a summand of M. Suppose 7r(N) = N', then N' ~ N and 
M' = N' ® N", where A^ " is the supplement of A^ ' in M'. 
Section 4 
2.4. Further Characterization of closed modules 
In the previous sections we studied the characterization of closed (5r74G-modules, 
their basic submodules and discussed their properties. This section deals with the in-
trinsic algebraic characterization of these modules, which is being done in terms of the 
extensions of the isomorphism of their basic submodules. 
L e m m a 2 . 4 . 1 . Every closed module M is /i-pure injective. 
Proof . Let B be the basic submodule of M, then by theorem 2.3.8 we have M = B. 
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Since every closed module M is a direct summand of every QTAG-mo(h\\e in which it 
is /i-pure, [Th.2.3, 21], M is /i-pure injective. 
T h e o r e m 2 . 4 . 2 . Two /i-pure and dense submodules N, N' of a closed module M 
are isomorphic if and only if M has an automorphism carrying one upon the other. 
Morover, any isomorphism between A^  and A^ ' can be uniquely extended to an auto-
morphism of B. 
Proof . Suppose S is a basic submmodule of M then M = S. Let a : iV -> fi be a 
homomorphism. Now by the preceeding lemma M is /i-pure injective and the /i-pure 
exactness of 0 —> N —> B —> B/A^ —)• 0 
^ B 
implies the existence of homomorphism a : B ^ B such that a/N = a. Similarly, 
there exists a homomorphism P : B ^ B such that 0/N' = a"^ Now both /3a and 
a/j arc cndomorphisms of B, the former is the identity on A^  and the later on A '^. 
Since B = N = M = N', they are the basic sub-modules of M by corollary 2.3.9, and 
Pa = IIj = ap =^ a is an automorphism. 
T h e o r e m 2 . 4 . 3 . A QTAG-module M without elements of infinite height is closed 
if and only if every isomorphism between basic submodules extends to an automor-
phism of M. 
Proof . Suppose M is closed and B^ and B'^ are the basic submodules of M. By 
corollary 2.3.9, we have B^ = B^ i.e., there exists an isomorphism a : B'^ -^ B"^ 
such that a{B^) = B'\ Consider the arbitrary element x ^ M = B'^ = B'^. Now 
2- = xi + X2 + • • • + x'n -I- hn wlicrc Xi € B] and 6„ G {Bl\Hn{M)). This decompo-
sition is always possible by [Theorem 2,18]. Again x = Xi -F X2 -f h Xn+i + bn+i 
where Xi G B\ and hn+i G {Bl\^,Hn{M)). Since M is free from the elements of infinite 
height, for every x G M we can associate a countable number of uniquely determined 
Xi's, therefore we may define f{x) = a[xi) + a{x2) + ••• + a{xi), clearly / is a well 
defined automorphism of M. 
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Conversely, suppose M has the stated property and B^ + B'^ are the basic sub-
modules of M. Let a be the isomorphism from B^ onto B'^ such that a{B'^) = 5^, 
whose extension as an automorphism of M is (i. Since x e M can be written as 
x = zi + X2 + ••- + x„ + 6n where x, e B} and 6„ G {Bl*,Hn{M)). Now define 
e-.M-^ B'^ as follows: 
6'(a;) = i9(xi + .r2 H -^ .r„ + 5„) 
X = a(xi) -t- Q-CT )^ ^ • • • + a(x,J -h J(6„j. 
Clearly 6^  is well defined, one to one isomorphism from M onto B^ Therefore M 
is closed. 
Now we are able to state the following result, proof of which is trivial, hence it is 
omitted. 
T h e o r e m 2 . 4 . 4 . Let M be a QTAG-module with a basic submodule B such that 
every automorphism of B is extendible to an automorphism of M. Then either M = B 
or M = B. 
Section-5 
2.5. Semiclosed Modules 
We have already discussed the definitions and properties of closed modules. Ac-
tually, in an h-reduced QT^G-module the closed submodules of M coincide with the 
submodules of ^/ which are complete with respect to the /i-topology. On the other 
hand if an QT AG-modvih M = K ®T such that K is closed and T is a direct sum of 
uniserial modules,then M need not be closed. This originates the following: 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 . 5 . 1 . A (^rAG-modulc M = K ®T is said to be semiclosed if K is 
closed and T is a direct sum of uniserial modules. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 .5 .2 .A decomposition M = M' 8 M" of a QTAG-module M is said 
to be standard if the first component M' is closed, while the second component M" is 
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the direct sum of uniserial modules. 
R e m a r k 2 . 5 . 3 . The standard decomposition M = M' ®M" is not unique because 
if M" = Ml® M^ where M" = Mj © M^ where Mi is bounded then M'^ = M' ® Mi 
is closed and M = M3 © M2 is also standard. 
To estabUsh this relationship between the two standard decompositions we will prove 
the following lenmias. 
L e m m a 2 . 5 . 4 . Let [xi) be a sequence of the elements of the elements of soc{M) 
with different heights and H{xi) = n,- = ( i (^) , then the submodule generated by x[s 
is /i-pure and the direct sum of uniserial modules. 
Proof . Suppose K = yiR + y2 + If this sum is not direct, then the heights of 
the two elements will be equal. Trivially,/^ is /i-pure. 
L e m m a 2 . 5 . 5 . Let Af and M' be two a (5T.4G'-modules without elements of infinite 
height and / be a homomorphism of M into M' such that for all k f{soc{M)nKk{M)) / 
0. Then there exists an /i-pure submodule T of H such that T is unbounded and the 
restriction of / to T is an isomorphism,where f is the completion of T with respect to 
the /i-topology. 
Proof . Since f{soc{M) n Kk{M)) ^ 0. for all fc,we can obtain a sequence {xi} of 
elements of soc{M) such that x\ = f{x.j) / 0 and H{xi+i) > H{x[) for every i. Let 
HM{xi) = Hi and H'f^,j{x[) — n[. Then n^  < n- and there exist uniform elements yi € M 
and y' G M' such that d(^) = n-, and d{^) = n\. Suppose T and T' are the submodules 
t Xi X^ 
of M and M' generated by y-s and y'/s respectively. Now T and T are /i-pure in M and 
M' and they are the direct sums of uniserial modules. Now / induces an isomorphism 
between Soc{M) n T and Soc{M') n V and therefore the restriction of / onto T is also 
an isomorphism. Now Hn'^{T')nSoc{M')) = {H„Xf{T))nSociM')), because both are 
generated by the elements x'^ such that j > i. Let z G Soc{f) such that /(z) = 0. Now 
z ^T + Hi{M) for every i, that is 2 = 2^  + (h for some z; 6 T and ai G i^i(M), then 
we assume that z - ai G i/„;(M). Since T is ^-pure each z, may be assumed in Soc{T) 
as z G S'oc(f). Thus 
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f(z - Zi) - -f(z^) G H„>(M') n (T r, Soc(M')) = H^XfiT)) n Soc{M')). Since the 
restriction of / onto T is an isomorphism which preserves the height, we infer that 
2, G i / „ , ( r ) a n d 2 = 0. 
T h e o r e m 2 . 5 . 6 . Let M = M'^M" be a standard decomposition of a semi closed 
module and let A' be a an /^-pure submodule of A^ . Then there exists an integer k such 
that Soc{N) n Hi^.{N) C M', 
Proof . Suppose Soc{N) n Hh{N) g M' for any k. Now by lemma 2.4.5 there exists 
an unbounded /«-pure submodule T C N and the natural projection TT : M -^ M" 
restricted on f is an isomorphism. Now T is closed and T is isomorphic to a submod-
ule of M", therefore T is a discrete direcr sum of uniserial modules and T is bounded, 
which is a contradiction yielding the result. 
The above results are helpful in proving the following results: 
T h e o r e m 2 . 5 . 7 . Let M = N ® K = N' ® K' he two standard decompositions of 
a semiclosed module M. Then there exists an integer k such that 
H,{N)^H,{An,H,{K)^H,iK']. 
Proof . Since A^ , N' are h-pme in M, by theorem 2.4.6 there exist integers ki, k^ such 
that {Soc{M) n HkXN')) C A^  and {Soc{M) n Hk,{N')) C A '^. Trivially, 
Hk{N') n Soc{N) = Hu[N) n Soc{M), where k=max(fci, fca). Since Hk{N) and Hk{N') 
are the direct summmands of A" and A'' respectively, they are closed modules with the 
same socle. Hence they are isomorphic [25]. 
Now Hk{M) = H,{N) ® Hk{K) = H,iN') © Hk{K') such that Hk{N) ^ Hk{N'), 
therefore H^{K) = Hk{K'). 
T h e o r e m 2 . 5 . 8 . Any two standard decompositions M = N ® K = N' © K' 
of a semiclosed nwdule M have isomorphic refinements that is there exists submod-
ules Na,N'f^,K,^,K of A^,A '^,K and K' respectively such that M = Na®T®K^ = 
N'.®T'® K's where A^  ^  A^ ^ and they are closed, T^T' and they are bounded and 
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Proof . Since M is semiclosed it is the direct sum of uniserial modules. Put K = 
OO OC OO CXI 
© i^e. A"' = © K,,N = Y. '^^  aud N' = £ TV/, where each if,, iT/, A/,, ^ '; is the direct 
j - i 1=1 )= i 1=] 
sum of uniseiial modules of length 1. Now by theorem 2.4.7 there exists an integer 
k such that H,{N) ^ Hk{N'),Hk{K) ^ Hu{K'). Since j^N^^ ^N^ and j^K = 
2 = 1 2 = 1 2 = 1 
k oo oo 
© A ;^, we have N = Ni^N-,®.. ®Nk®{Yl ^ 'J and N' = N[®N'^®...®Nl®{Y, N[). 
2=1 ?>A: i>k 
Now lettmg iY„ = Y.N^.^0 = E ^ ^ we get N^ ^ N'g. Put A-^  = ©AT, and 
A:^  = © Xj. Now A.^  and K'j are the direct sum of all uniserial modules of lenght 
i>k 
> k which are not contained in the closed submodule of M, hence K^ ^ K'^. Again,put 
T = ©(iV, ® K,) and V = ©(iV; ® A-;) then T = T' and they are bounded. 
Appeahng to the results stated above, we have the following result whose proof is 
tiivial, theicfoie it is omitted. 
C o r o l l a r y 2 . 5 . 9 Let M and M' be two semiclosed (^rylG-modules such that their 
standard decompositions are M = A^  ® K, and M' = N' ®K'. Then A^  = A^ ' if there 
exists an integer k such that for every n>k, Hn{N) ^ Hn{N') and Hn{K) ^ Hn{K'). 
Section 6 
2.6. Quasi Complete Modules 
Towards the study of quasi complete modules we define the following; 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 . 6 . 1 . A module M is said to be seperable if every finite subset 
x'l, a'2, • • • , ^n C M can be embedded in a diicct summand A' of M such that A' is a 
direct sum oi mnsehal modules. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2 . 6 . 2 . Every QTAG-module is seperable. 
Proof . If M is /^-divisible the result is trivial. 
Suppose M is /^ieduced and ai, 02, • • • , a„ is a finite subset of M. Now ®\'^ia^R is an 
/i-reduced, finitely generated submodule of M, hence it is bounded. By [18, 38] ©" i^C i^? 
can be embedded in a summand of M which is a direct sum of uniserial modules and 
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the result holds (wen if M is a direct sum of /i-divisible and h-veduced submodules. 
Now we state the definition of quasi complete modules defined by Mehdi [25] 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 . 6 . 3 . A QTAG-module M is said to be quasi complete if for every 
h-pure submodule A^ , the completion of N is again h-pme in M. 
Some important properties of quasi complete modules are high lighted in the fol-
lowing propositions. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2 . 6 . 4 . An /^-reduced QTAG-module is quasi complete if and only if 
for every h-pme submodule TV M, N is complete is equivalent to M/N is h-veduced. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2 . 6 . 5 . Every quasi complete module is separable. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2 .6 .6 . A QTAG-module M = ©M^ is quasi complete if and only 
if all the summands Mi are quasicomplete, and a direct summandof a quasicomplete 
module is again quasi complete. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2 .6 .7 . Quasi complete modules are /i-pure complete. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2 . 6 . 8 . Closed modules are quasicomplete. 
Proof . Every closed module M is /i-reduced (by definition), therefore the complete 
submodules of M coincide with the closed submodule of M. Now every submodule A'' 
of M is a direct sum of uniserial modules, therefore N wiU be the complete direct sum 
of the same uniserial modules i.e. the /i-purity of A^  implies the /i-purity of A''. 
The following theorems clearifies the structures of quasi complete modules: 
T h e o r e m 2 . 6 . 9 . Let B be a basic submodule of a quasicomplete module M i.e. 
B C M C B. If M contains a basic submodule of an unbounded summand T of B 
then M-^T = B. 
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Proof . We know that {M + T)/M ^ T/{M n T). Now if B' is the basic submodule 
of T. then B' cT and TIB', is /i-divisiblc. Now TI{M n T) and (M + T)/M are also 
/i-divisible wliich imphes that M + T is /i-piire in B. Since B is quasi complete the 
completion oiM + T which is M + T, is again h-pure in B and Soc(B) C M + T or 
B = M + T. 
T h e o r e m 2 . 6 . 1 0 . A QTAG-module M is quasi complete if and only if for every 
unbounded /t-i)ure submmodule N of M, M/'N is the direct sum of an /i-divisible and 
a closed module. 
Proof . Suppose M is quasi complete and N C M such that T is the completion of 
A'' i.e. T C B and by theorem 2.3.19. T is a summand and as M contains a basic 
submodule of T we say M + T ^ B. Since M is quasicomplete {M + T)/N = {M/Nf 
is /i-divisible. Therefore M/N is isomorphic to a direct sum of a /i-divisible module 
and MI{M n T)[M + T)IT, which is a summand of B. 
C o r o l l a r y 2 . 6 . 1 1 . Let M be a quasicomplete module with a basic submodule B 
such that B = B' (B B" where B' and B" are unbounded. Then M is a subdirect sum 
of B' and B" such that M n 5 ' and M n 5 " are /i-pure. 
( M n 5 ' ) e ( i \ / n 5 " ) CMC B'®B" and by Theorem 2.3.4. M+B' = B - M+B" , 
hence M is the subdirect sum of B' and B". But Mr\B' and MoB" are /i-pure in M, 
they are the completions of B' and B" in M respectively. 
T h e o r e m 2 . 6 . 1 2 . If M is a quasicomplete module, but not closed, then M is es-
sentially indecomposable i.e. every direct decomposition involves a bounded summand. 
Proof . Let M be quasicomplete such that M = N ® K. If A^  and K are both un-
bounded then by theorem 2.3.5. both of them are closed and therefore by theorem 
2.3.U. M is also closed. This contradiction yields the results. 
L e m m a 2 . 6 . 1 3 . If A^  is an unbounded /?,-pure submodule of M and K is o. direct 
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sumniand of B such that (K/N) is /(^-divisible then A'^  n M is /i-pure if and only if 
Soc{M + K)^ Soc[M) + Soc{K). 
Proof . Since K is a direct sumniand of B, K is closed and N (1 M = K HM, where 
A'' is the topological completion of A^ . Now A^  is h-puie in M and N = K H M. Now 
{K n M)/N = {M/NV and [M/N]^ is /i-divisible if it is /i-neat. 
Since K is /z-pure in 5 , Sor(M + if) = 5oc(M) + Soc{K) if and only if K n M is 
/(-neat in iH. 
The following theorem is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.3.8. 
T h e o r e m 2 . 6 . 1 4 . A QTAG-modvle M is quasi complete if 
Soc{B) = Soc{M) + S where 5 is a non discrete subsocle of M and S is the topological 
completion of S. 
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CHAPTER III 
QUASI-ISOMORPHISMS, ULM INVARIANTS 
AND SOME PROPERTIES OF QTAG-MODVLES 
3.1. Introduction 
The concept of quasi-isomorphism of QTAG-modules was introduced by Mehdi 
[31J. Two QT AG-modules are quasi-isomorphic when they contain isomorphic cobounded 
submodules. In section two we compile the results about cobounded submodules which 
inherit basic submodules. 
Section three deals with the submodules of a QTAG-modu\e M which contain 
Hk{M). We study that if Hk{M) C N C M, then N has a basic submodule containing 
Hk{B) for every basic submodule B of M. 
Section four consists of the characterization of quasi-isomorphic QTylC-modules 
which are direct sums of uniserial modules in terms of their Ulm invariants. Some 
decomposition theorems highlighting the fact that for a decomposable QTAG-modnlQ 
M = ®Mi, the cobounded submodules of M may be represented as the direct sum 
of iffe(Mi)'s for some k. Furthermore it is interesting to note that if Mi/H^{Mi) is 
countably generated for every i, then M'is quasi-isomorphic to M i.e M'=M implies 
that M' = ®M', where M-^Mi. 
Section five deals with the conditions under which both the quasi-isomorphic mod-
ules M and M' axe the direct sums of countably generated modules.In section six we 
have compiled some very interesting results related to uniformly quasi-isomorphic fam-
ilies of QT/lG'-modules.In fact these families can be characterized in terms of ulm 
factors and ulm invariants. 
Section-2 
3.2. Quasi-Isomorphisms and some Restrictions 
Quasi-isomorphism of QT AG-modules were defined by Mehdi [31]. These were 
studied in relation to the direct sums of uniserial modules, cyclic modules, basic sub-
modules, closed modules and cobounded modules etc. Later on the quasi isomorphism 
was further generalised by imposing some restrictions 
To start witli we need the following: 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 . 2 . 1 . Two QTAG-modules M and M' are quasi-isomorphic if d pos-
itive integers m, k and submodules N C M. N' c M' such that 
H„^{M) C iV, Hk{M') c N' and N ^ N' [31] 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 . 2 . 2 . A submodule TV of M is cobounded if M/N is bounded. 
R e m a r k 3 . 2 . 3 . Two QTAG-modules M, M' are quasi-isomorphic (denoted by 
M^M') if 3 cobounded submodules N c M, N' c M' such that A^  = A '^. 
The /i-topology arises as the submodules Hk[M)^ fc = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . , oo form a neigh-
00 
bourhood system of zero. The submodule N C M is complete ii N = N = f]{N + 
k=0 
Hk{M)) and A^  is the completion of A^  with respect to /i-topology [1]. Furthermore 
A/' C M is dense if TV = M. We study cobounded submodules in the light of /i-topology 
and compile the result related to cobounded submodules which inherit basic submod-
ules.It is observed that fing{M) of a QTAG-modnle is a quasi-isomorphic invariant. 
T h e o r e m 3 . 2 . 4 . Let A^  be a cobounded submodule of a QTAG-modnle M. If the 
submodule B is pure and dense in M relative to /i-topology then 5 n A" is pure and 
dense in A'". 
Proof . A divisble QTAG-module M has no proper cobounded submodule. Therefore 
{B + N)/B = M/B as B + N = M and 
N/{BnN) ^ iB + N)/B = M/B 
=> B n A'' is dense in A". 
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Now yV IS bounded and SodB) is dense in Soc(M) ^ Soc{B f) N) is dense in 
Soc(iV). 
Since B n N is h-neat in A^ , it is sufficient to prove that B n A'' is h-ueat in A''. 
This would imply that B n A'' is /t-pure in A'. 
Let xe[BnN)nHi{N) such that 3 7j e N and d{^) = 1. As B is pure in M, 
\xR/ 
3 zeB such that di—^j = 1- Since Soc(B) is dense in Soc(M) and A^  is cobounded 
y - z e B + N and y - z - u e N for some u e Soc(B). Now z + u e B n N and 
d({z + u)R/x]Rj = 1 i.e. B n A^  is h-neat in A'. 
R e m a r k 3 . 2 . 5 . g{M) denotes the cardinaUty of the generating set of M and 
Un g{M) is the mf{g{Hk{M))) k = 0 ,1,2, . . . , oo. For a cobounded submodule A^ , 
fin g{M) = fin g{N) implies that for a basic submodule B of M, fin g{B) = fin g{M). 
Now the above theorem immediately reflects that fin g(M) of a QTAG-module is 
invariant under quasi-isomorphism. 
C o r o l l a r y 3 . 2 . 6 . For a cobounded submodule A^  of a Q^^G-module M and a 
high submodule K C M, N Ci K is high in N. 
Proof . Since K is high in M, Soc(M) = Soc{K)®Soc{M^), where M^ = H ^fc(^) 
and Soc(A^) = Soc{Afnii') + Soc(A^ )^ as A^^ = M\ Again NnK is pure in A^ , therefore 
A^  n A" is high in A''. 
To investigate pure and dense submodules of a cobounded submodules of a QTAG-
module we proceed as follows: 
T h e o r e m 3 .2 .7 . If A^  is a cobounded submodule of the QT/lG-module M and if 
B is pure and dense in A^  then there exists a pure and dense submodule K of M which 
is maximal such that B •= K r\N. 
Proof . Let K be the maximal submodule of M such that KnN = B. Now K is 
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h-ueat in M. For x G Soc(Af) there exists an element y e K such that xR = yR + zR 
fz'R\ 
with 2 G A . Now 3 z' e Kr^.N = B such that dl—- j = 1 and the purity of B ensures 
the existence of ./•' t B such that di —~ j = 1 and x'R = z'R, 
=^ X = y + x' + {z- x') e Soc(K) + Soc{N) C Soc{K) + Soc(B) 
=> A' is pure and dense in M 
Now B = K C' N is cobounded in K because .V is cobounded in M. 
=> J3 is a direct sum of uniserial modules if and only if i^ is a direct sum of 
uniserial modules. 
R e m a r k 3 . 2 . 8 . For a cobounded submodule N of a QTAG-module M there is a 
function which maps the basic snbmodules B of M onto the basic submodules B Ci N 
oiN. 
We study the restrictions on the definition of quasi-isomorphism and compile the 
result which determine the difference between quasi-isomorphic QTAG-modules with 
these restrictions. We start with the following: 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 . 2 . 9 . Two QTAG-mod^iles M, M' are SB quasi-isomorphic if 3 sub-
modules N C M, N' C M' and positive integers rri and k such that M = N', M' = N, 
H.,,{M) C N and Hk{M') C N' i.e. M^M'. 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 . 2 . 1 0 . Two QTAG-modnles are purely quasi-isomorphic if for some 
positive integers m and A; there exist pure submodules N C M and N' C M' such that 
MDND H,„{M), M'DN'D Hk{M') and N ^ N'. 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 . 2 . 1 1 . Two (^TAG-modules M and M' are summand quasi-isomorphic 
if there are submodules N C M, A^ ' C M' and positive integers m and k such that 
N^N', M ^ N(BK, M' = N'® K\ H,n{K) = 0, Hk{K') = 0. This is denoted by 
M^M'. 
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D e f i n i t i o n 3 . 2 . 1 2 . Two QTAG-modnles M and M' are strongly quasi-isomorphic 
{M'^M') if then; are submodules A^  c M, N' C M' such that N ^ N' and M/N and 
M'/N' are finitely generated. 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 . 2 . 1 3 . Two (52"^G-modules M and M' are strongly summand quasi-
isomorphic [M'^^M') if there are submodules N C M, N' C M' such that M = .¥eii:, 
M' = N' ® K' where K and i^' are finitely generated. 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 . 2 . 1 4 . Two QTAG-modules M and M' are strongly SB quasi-
isomorphic if 3 submodules .V c A/, N' C M' such that M/N and M'/iV' are finitely 
generated, N = M' and A '^ = M. 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 . 2 . 1 5 . Two QTAG-imdnhs M and M' are purely SB quasi-isomorphic 
if 3 positive integers m, k and pure submodules A^  C M, N' C M' such that M D N D 
H^^{M) and M' D N' :^ Hu{M'), M':^ N' and A/' ^ A. 
R e m a r k 3 . 2 . 1 6 . Each of the above restricted quasi-isomorphisms defines an equiv-
alence relation on the family of QTAG-modules. The following proposition highlights 
the fact that strongly quasi-isomorphic and strongly summand quasi-isomorphic are 
equivalent. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3 . 2 . 1 7 . For the QT^G-modules M and M', M^M' if and only 
Nm ® M'. 
Proof . Suppose M^M' i.e. there exist submodules N C M, N' C M' such that 
N ~ N' and I\'I/N and M'/N' are finitely generated, Since M/N is finitely gener-
ated there exists a submodule Ni C N such that M/Ni is also finitely generated and 
M = Ni® L. Similarly there exists A^^ C A^ ' with finitely generated M'/N[ and 
M' = N[@ v. Let f : N -^ N' be the isomorphism. Then N/{Ni n f-\N[)) is also 
finitely generated. Again 3 a submodule /{ C A^ i n / " H ^ i ) such that N = K ® Ki 
where Ki is finitely generated. Now A^ i = A^  © (A^ i n A'l) such that A^ i fl Ki is finitely 
generated. Therefore M = A' © (A'l n A'l) 0 L where (A'l fl Xi) © L is finitely gener-
ated. If f{K) = K' then A '^ - f{K ® Ki) = K' ® f{Ki) where K' C N[. Therefore 
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N[ = K'® {f{Ki) n N{) and M' = K'® {f{K,) n N[) ® L' where {f{Ki) n N[) ® L' is 
finitely generated. Since K = K', M^ © M'. Converse is trivial. 
Now we study that two strongly SB quasi-isomorphic QTAG-modu\es differ by 
sunimands of bounded order upto isomorphism only. 
T h e o r e m 3 . 2 . 1 8 . Let M, M' be (^r/lG-modules and by /f^-decomposition [The-
orem 9,16] M = Sk ® Mfc, M' = S[ © Ml for all fc > 0. If M and M' are strongly SB 
quasi-isomorphic then 3 a positive mteger k such that Mk = M'f.. 
Proof . Since M=M' they are strongly summand quasi-isomorphic i.e. there exist 
submodules A' c M, N' C M', such that g{M/N) < oo, g{M'/N') < oo; M ^ N' 
and M' = A^ . Here g{M) denotes the cardinality of the minimal subset of M which 
generates M. Since M/N and M'/N' are finitely generated there exist submodules 
A^ i C A^ , A^ i C A '^ such that g{M/Ni) < oo, g{M'/N[) < oo. As A i^, A^ ( are direct 
summands of M and M' respectively, their purity is evident. Thus M = Ni ® N2 and 
M' = N[®N'^ where MjNi ^ N2, M'/N[ ?^  A^^ and A i^, A^^ are finitely generated. 
Therefore we may choose a positive integer k such that Hi,{N2) = Hk^NI^) — 0. Now 
Hk{M) = Hk{N,) and Hk{M') = Hk{N[), thus A^^ ^ {N,)k and A^^ = {N[ym This 
implies that K'h = K = {N[)k = M^. 
The following lemma shows that M, M' satisfying Definition 3.2.15 are also iso-
morphic. 
L e m m a 3 . 2 . 1 9 . Let M and M' be QTAG-modules such that M ^ M' ® N and 
M"^M®N' with bounded A^  and A '^. Then M^M'. 
Proof . Now M = M®N' ® N, where A^  © A^ ' is bounded. If Hk{N ®N') = 0 then 
M = Sk®Mk and 5"^  = Su®N®N' = Sk®N'. Thus M' ^ M®N' ^ Mk®{Sk®N') ^ 
Mk^Sk'^M. 
T h e o r e m 3 . 2 . 2 0 . If M, M' are purely SB quasi-isomorphic QTAG-I\\O(MQS then 
M ^ M'. 
Proof . Since M, M' are purely SB quasi-isomorphic, there exist pure submodules N 
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and A^ ' and positive integers m and k such that M D N D Hm{M), M' D N' D Hk{M'). 
M ^ N' and M' ^ N. 
=^ M/N and M'/N' are bounded. 
=^ A' and A '^ are summands of M and M' respectively such that M = N (B Ni, 
M' = N' ® N[. Here A^ i and N[ are bounded. 
^ M^ M' ® .'V, and M' ^ M e N[ and by Lemma 3.2.19 M ^ M'. 
R e m a r k 3 . 2 . 2 1 . The QT^G-modules Z{p'^) and Z{p) over Z are quasi-isomorphic 
but they are neither SB quasi-isomorphic nor purely quasi-isomorphic i.e. Definition 
3.2.9 and 3.2.10 are stronger than quasi-isoniorphism. It may be easily observed that 
Definition 3.2.10 and 3.2.11 are also equivalent and consecutive definitions impose 
stronger restrictions. 
Section-3 
3.3. Submodules of QTAG-Module M Containing 
Here we compile the results related to high submodules and basic submodules con-
taining Hk{M). 
T h e o r e m 3 . 3 . 1 . Let M be a (^T'TIG-module and A^  a submodule containing 
Hk{M). Then for a high submodule K C Af, there exists a high submodule L oi N 
such that K D L D Hf,{K). 
Proof . Let K be a high submodule of M. This implies that Hk{K) is a high 
submodule of //^(M), H,,(K) C N and Hk{K) n A^ ^ = 0. Let L be the maximal 
submodule of A^  such that K ~J L D Hk{K) and L D N^ = 0. Suppose 3 x e N, 
X ^ L such that (L + xR) n N^ = 0. Since K is high in M, {xR + K) n N^ ^ 0 
implies that 3 y e K, z e N such that z + y = u j^ i), v e N'^, d{xR/zR) = n. Now 
z,ue N therefore y G A''. Since y e Nr\K,y e L and {xR + L) D N^ y^ 0, which is a 
contradiction. This implies that L is high in A^ . 
R e m a r k 3 . 3 . 2 . Let M be a QTAG-module and A'' a submodule of M containing 
Hk{M). If M is a S-module [29] and B is a basic submodule of M which is also a high 
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submodule of Af, then there exists a basic submvodule B' of N such that B D B' D 
Hk{B). Here B' is a high submodule of N. 
To understand these concepts we need the fohowing : 
T h e o r e m 3 . 3 . 3 . Let M be a reduced QTAG-module and N a submodule such 
that A^  D Hi{M). For a basic submodule B' of N there exists a basic submodule B of 
M such that 5 D 5', 
oc 
Proof . Since B' is the direct sum of uniserial modules we may write B' = (J S^. 
k=l 
k DO 
5'fc = 0 5-, -B' = 0 B- and each B[ is the direct sum of uniserial modules of length i. 
i=l 1=1 
Now A^  - 5A.® A^fc by i/B-decomposition, i.e. Nk = (Bf, Hk{N)). Thus Sk^Nk = 
0. Since SOC(NA) = Soc(/f^(A^)), S^nHkiN) = 0. Also i:f;(M) C A^ , Sk^Hk+i{M) = 0. 
=> 5/,. is contained in a maximal [k + /)-bounded suimnand of M i.e. heights of 
elements in M are bounded by k + 1. 
Clearly B' may be extended to a basic submodule B of M which is the required 
submodule. 
T h e o r e m 3 . 3 . 4 . Let M be a QTAG-module such that M = Sk ® Mu (HB-
decoinposition). If A^  is a submodule of Mk containing Hk{M), then there exists a basic 
oo 
submodule B of A^  such that B = ^ Li with HM^ix) = i - 1 for all a; G Soc(I/2). 
i=k+l 
oo 
Proof . We consider a submodule B of N such that B = \J Si i.e. x E Soc(5'i+i) 
i=k-l-l 
implies that H^[^ (x) < i and 5,;+! = 5"; © I/,+i such that if x e Soc(Lj+i), HM^X) = i. 
Now B satisfies all the properties of a basic submodule of A^ . 
Let Ak+i - {L\L is asummand of N and if x G Soc(L), HM{X) = k}. IfAu+i = 0, 
let Sk+i = 0 and if A + i 7^  0 let Sk+i be a maximal element of A+i - The existence of 
a maximal element is ensured by Zorn's lemma. After defining Si we define S'i+i as the 
maximal element of A+i = {L | L is a summand of A^ , Si C L, HMI,{X) < i fov X E L 
and L = Si® L' such that y G Soc(L') means HM^,{y) = 0-
To show the existence of this maximal element we consider A 7^  0 for some i. 
Ai^i may be partially ordered by the set inclusion. Consider the chain Li C L2 C ... 
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in A+i- Now [J Lj = Lis pure in A' since each Lj is pure in N. L is bounded because 
X G L implies that .r G L^  for some j and Hf,fjx) < % irnphes that L is a summand of 
N [Theorem 3,43] 
Since 5*^  C L and Lj is a summand of L^^i, L^ = Sk+i © L'^ such that for x e 
Soc(L^), HMJI-) = z and Lj+i = Sk+i © I^^j with HM,,{X) = Z for X G SOC(L^^J . 
We may write L'^  = Sx|i? such that e(.r;) = k + 1. Now 3 y; G Soc(L^+i) such 
that d{xiRly,R) = ku otherwise HM^ivi) < i- Suppose x; ^ L^_ ]^. Since xi G Lj_ i^, 
X; = ti -H 2; where a G 5^+1, Zj G Lj^^ and d{xiR/(jiR) = ki = d{ziRJyiR). 
Again L^ is i)ure in L^+i, L^^^ ^ ziR®K or L^+i = S'A:+I © ti/2 © 2/7? © K. Now 
-^j+i = (•u-R + ziR) © iC, hence contains uR + ziR + xiR. Since x; G L^  was arbitrary 
OO / OO \ 
we may choose L'j_^_^ to contain L'^. Therefore L == \J Lj = S^® i \J L'A and L has 
the desired properties. 
OO 
If we put B = [J Si then B is pure in A^  and it is a direct sum of uniserial 
modules. To prove that B is a basic subniodulc of A^  we have to show that N/B is 
/(-divisible (oi divisible). 
Let X G Soc(A^) such that x ^ Soc(5) and HMI^{X) = m, Hpf{x) = n. 
^ 3 z e N such that d{zR/xR) = /i. 
Since Svi+i is maximal, x G S'jij+i imphes that either Sm+\ ® -^R is not pure in A'' 
or HM^{X + y) > m for some y G Soc(S'„^+i). 
If Sm+i © -^ -R is not pure in A'" then there exists yi G Soc(5r,i+i) such that H^{yi + 
x) '-= ki > k. Let 2i G A^  such that d{ziR/(x + iji}R) = ki. 
Now / / A / , ( - ' + ;?/I) < W ^lid X + ?/l ^ ^nj + j , 
=^ either 5„H-I © i^-R i& not pure in A^  oi H^[^(x + Vi + y) > m for some 
y G Soc(S'„,+i). 
If S'„,+i © zii? is not pure in A'' then there exists ^2 e •S'^ +i such that HN{X + 
yi + y2) = k2 > ki > k. Thus in both cases there exists y G Soc(S'm+i) such that 
HM^{X + y) = nil > rri. Now x + y ^ S„,+i and there exists y' G Smi+i such that 
HM^{x + y + y') = ni'z > rrii > m. On repeating this process we find that HN/B{X + B) 
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is infinite. 
=> NIB is divisible and B is the basic submodule of A^ 
Section-4 
3.4. Quasi-Isomorphisms of Direct Sums of Uniserial 
Modules 
If two QT AG-modules M, M' are quasi-isomorphic then 3 submodules N C M, 
N' C M' and integers k,l such that Hk{M) C N C M, Hi{M') C N' C M' and 
N^N'. 
These two integers k, I may be replaced by a single integer n = max(A;, /) such that 
HniM) CNCM, Hn{M') c N' C M' and A^  ^ N'. 
Now we study these conditions in terms of Ulm invariants. As defined in chap-
ter one, for all ordinals Q. /i\,/(a') is the a**^  Ulm invariant of M where /M(Q;) — 
g{Soc{Ha{M))/Soc{Ha+i{M))). Ulm invariants of QTAG modules were defined by 
Singh [37]. It is interesting to note that two modules M, M' which are the direct sums 
of Tuiiserial modules are quasi-isomorphic if and only if there exists an integer k such 
that for all integers n,r > Q, 
r 2k+r 
EfM{n + k + j) < EfM'in + j) 
and 
r 2k+r 
EhAn + k + j) < E hf{n + j) 
j=0 j=0 
in 
To prove this let us consider two QTAG-modules M, M' such that M = 0 Bj 
1=1 
oo 
and M' = 0 i?', where Bi and B- are the direct sum of uniserial modules of length i 
? = i 
which satisfy condition (I). 
Also consider the set of all cardinal numbers {Q-Q, a i , . . . , a^,...} such that 
(i) ao = Ho, 
(ii) at > KQ for all i > 0, 
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(iii) for i> I, Qi = giBji) or a,- = ^(Bjj) for some j , i, 
(iv) if g{Bi) > Ho then g{Bi) = ak^ for some ki and if g{Bl) > HQ, then 5'(-B-) = Q;, 
for some /j. 
To start with we need the following lemmas: 
L e m m a 3 . 4 . 1 . Let KQ C M and KQ C M' be direct sums of uniserial modules 
such that 
fM{n) if JMin) < No 
/M/(n) if /MK''^) < ^0 
" ^^ 0 if fM'{n) > Ko 
For i > 1, let Kj C M and K^ C M' be the direct sum of uniserial modules such 
that 
0 if /M(n) < a-,-
0 if /Af'(n) < Qfj 
cvi if /i\/'(n) > ai 
Then M^J2Ki and '^^ ' = E ^I-
?;>o i>o 
Proof . If /^/(n) is finite, then //Co(n) = /;\/(n) and /A',(n) = 0 for i > 1. Therefore 
fM{n) = ^fK,{^>) = hK^n)- If fhiin) > HQ, then /^ (n ) = g{Bn+i) = a^i for some 
rn > 0. Again huXn) = Y^fK^n) = E'^i(a'0 where V ,^(ai) = a^  if a^  < a,„ and 
i>0 i>0 
ipi{ai) = 0 if D'j > cvni. Hence JY.KX''^) "= <^ '" "^  /.w(''^ ) in both cases. 
Since fM{n) = f^xXi^) for all n > 0 and both J1/ and ©/-('j are direct sums of 
uniserial modules, 
M ^ KQ®Ki®...®Ki®... 
Similarly, 
M' = K'Q®K[®...®K[®... 
L e m m a 3 . 4 . 2 . Let KQ and KQ be defined as in the above Lemma 3.4.1. Then 
KQ^K'Q. 
Proof . Now A'o and KQ are direct sums of uniserial modules and M, M' satisfy the 
condition (I). By the definition of KQ. K'Q. these modules also satisfy this condition. 
Clearly Ko^A^, 
L e m m a 3 . 4 . 3 . For i > 0, let K^ and K'^ be defined as above. If fK^i1^) = «, for 
n > k, then theie exists an integer m such that n — k<m<n + k and //^'(m) = a,. 
If /x_'(n) = a, for n> k then there exists an integer m' such that n—k<m'< n+k 
and JKArn') = a, 
Proof . Suppose JK^"^) ^ '^^ for n > k. By the definition of Ki, / ^ (n ) > QJ. Now 
by Condition (I) 
fAiin) < fM'{n-k)^ + fAf:{n + k), 
=^ / M ' I ' ^ ) — '^1 fo^ some m where n~k<m<n-\-k. Again by definition of K[, 
The second half of the lemma may be proved similarly. 
L e m m a 3 . 4 . 4 . Assume that a is an infinite cardinal. Let L and 5" be the direct 
sums of unisonal modules with the following properties: 
(i) for ah n > 0, / L ( ^ ) = 0 or frX'Ti') = a and for all n' > 0 fsi^') = 0 or /s(n') = a; 
(u) if n > /i' such that /^(n) = a, then there exists m satisfying n — k <m <n + k 
such that /s{m) = a and if n' > /c is such that fs{n') = a, then there exists m' 
satisfying n' — k < rn' < n' + k such that /^(m') = a. 
Then there exists a module T which is a direct sum of uniserial modules 
containing submodules L' and S' such that L ^ L', S = S', H2k+i{T) C L' and 
H2k+i{T) C 5'. 
Proof . Let T be a direct sum of uniserial modules such that 
' 0 for 0<n<2k 
frin) = < a for n = 2k 
^ fiin -'k) + fs{n- k) for n > 2k 
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Consider all integers tin < ni < n-i < (no = 2k) such that frini) = a For 
I > 0. let 
A = {m\n^-2k < m < n^  , fi^{m)^0}. 
Now by the definition of T and second condition of the lemma Aj is not empty for 
z > 0. For a hxed ? > 0. let A, = {rui, m2, . nir} where Ui — 2k < mi < m^ < . • < 
rrir < n. Foi z < j < r we may define Tj, to be a direct sum of uniserial modules of 
length n, + 1 Let T, = t T,„ L[^ = H„^^,,JT,,}. L', = t L^. 
If AQ is enipty, we may define Lg = 0. Again by the definition of Tj, fr^in) = 0 
7 
if n 7^  rij and frX'^i) — <^ - Since I/' = X] -^v' /L ' (W) = 0 if m ^ A and fL'i'm) = (y 
j = i 
if m G Aj. A/Joreover H2!.+i{Ti) C LJ for all ? > 0. Since X] ^i has the same Ulm 
i>0 
invariants as T, ^ Tj = T and under this isomorphism ^L[ = L' QT. Again ^ LJ 
has the same Ulm invariants as L, L' = Y1L[ = L 
Finally we have H2k+i{ET^) ^ E ^ l - Theieforo /f2i+i(r) C L'. 
i>0 i>0 
Now we aie able to discuss the main result. 
T h e o r e m 3 . 4 . 5 . Let M and M' be QTylG-modules which are the direct sums of 
uniserial modules. Then M=M' if and only if A/ and M' satisfy the following condition: 
For ah integcis n , r > 0, 3 an integer A; such that 
Y^fAiin + k + j) < Y,fM'{n + j) 
J = 0 j = 0 
7 2k+1 
Proof . Foi i > 0 consider the modules Kt and K[ defined in Lemma 3.4.L Now 
they are the diiect sums of uniserial modules such that for all n > 0, JK^i'^) = 0 or 
iK^in) — «« and for all n' > 0, JK^iji') = 0 oi f'K[{n') = «» for an infinite cardinal ctj. 
By Lemma 3.4.3 these modules also satisfy the condition (ii) of Lemma 3.4.4. Now by 
Lemma 3.4.4, thcie exists a module Ti for alH > 0 such that T^ contains submodules 
P„ F ; such that P, ^ K\, P: ^ K[, H2K+I{T,) C P„ H2k+i{%) C p;. Let T = ^ ®T,. 
i>0 
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Then T contains ^ Pi and Yl Pi ^^ch that 
Y.P^ = Y.^<•^^ E ^ ' - E ^ - H2k^i{T)cY.P^^ H2k-.i{T)cY^p! 
=> J2 K,,^T^ E K- Since KQ^K'Q, by Lemma 3.4.2 J2 Ki^ E ^l Now by Lemma 
i>0 i>0 
3.4.1 M ^ E i<> and M' ^ E K lience Af^^Af. 
•i>o (:>o 
In order to discuss t he quasi-isomorphism of decomposable Q T A G - m o d u l e s we 
need the foHowing lemma: 
L e m m a 3 . 4 . 6 . Let M and M' be decomposable (JT/IG-modules such that 
n+k+r ?j+2A;+r n+k+r n+2k+r 
E M^) ^ E M^)^ E MJ) < E f'^(3) 
j=n+k j=n j=7i+/o j=n 
If /A'/(0) = g{M).g{M').'i^o = /A^'(O), then there exists an isomorphism from 
Soc(M) onto Soc(M') that does not alter heights more than a fixed integer k. 
Proof . Let A„ be a closed initial segment of ordinal numbers having cardinahty 
fhiin). Similarly let 5„ be a closed initial segment of ordinals having cardinahty 
fM'{n). 
Put 
A = {(n, x) \ 0<n<uj, x e An} 
D = {(n,.'r) I 0<n<uj, x e Bn], 
and they are ordered by the lexicographical order. Let x be the index of (n, s) in A 
or B, A^^''^ and B^"^ denote the set of elements of A and B (respectively) having index 
< n. 
Now g{M) < hr{0) andg{M') < /^(O) because /,/(0) = g{M)g{M')^o = fM'{0). 
Now #{A^''^) < i^{A) < JMiO) = #(i3o) = # ( B W ) here #(yl) denotes the cardi-
nality of A, 
=^ there is an injection (j): A '^'^  —> B^^K 
Let /5o = sup((/'(yl '^^ ^)). Suppose for the nonnegative integer m, (p may be extended 
to an injection of A '^''^ "''^  into 5(2'>^ +"0 g^ch that the indices are not altered more than 
k. Among all these extensions of cp we may select </)* such that /?i — sup((^ *(y4^ '^ "^ ^^ )) 
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is as small as possible if m > 1. This (p* may be selected such that (A,/52, • • ./?m) 
IS minimal with respect to the lexicographical order where (3^ = sup((/)*(A(''+'))). For 
each non-negative integer j , let 5j be the first element of B having index at least j + 1. 
If fuij + 1) ^ 0, then (J, = 0 + 1,0). Since <p{A^'^^) C fiW, J3Q < SQ. Let n be the 
greatest positive integer not exceeding m -^ 1 such that /5,j_i < Sn-i- li n = m + 1, 
then <p^{A'^''+"'>) C B*^"''. 
Now #{Ak+„,^i} < Yl #[Bj). hence 0* may be extended to an injection of 
J71+1 
^^ (A-+m i^) jj-||.^ j j ^ j.jj^ j_ ^^gg jjQ^ ^l^gj. ij^ (j|^ gg j^ jQj.p |-|jg^ jj ^ Consider n < m that is 
1 < n < m. Since rf)*(ylf^+"+i)) C B '^^ ^^ ^ and 0M^^ ^^ "^  ^ B^"', #(>lfc+„) > #(B„), 
^ # ( ^ + u ; + #(^Vn+i) > # ( 5 , J + #(B„^i) if n + 1 < m, 
=» 5 ] # ( / l , + 0 > 5 ] # ( 5 0 for n<j<m, 
n n 
otherwise wc would reach to a contradiction on the choice of n. Now all the elements of 
m 




By putting r — m -)-1 - n, we get 
m + l k+n+r 2k+n+v 2A:+7n+l 
=> (/)* may be extended to an injection of ^('=+"'+i) into B in such a way that indices 
are not altered more than k. We may choose this extension with smallest least upper 
bound in B on its image set. Similarly there is an injection of B into A. According 
to Schroeder Bernstein theorem there is an equivalence between A and B that alters 
indices no more than k. This equivalence generates the natural isomorphism between 
Soc(M) and Soc(ylf') that alters heights no more than k. 
Now wc are able to state the main result. 
T h e o r e m 3 . 4 . 7 . Suppose M, M' are QTAG-modules such that M/H^M) and 
M'/H^{M') are decomposable. Then M^M' if and only if 
n+k+r Ji+2fc+7' 7i+A:+7' }i+2k+r 
(i) E . /A/0)< E ./A/'0)> E .fM'(j)< E /M(.?), 
J=V+k J = l) 7=71 + /. J=1I 
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(ii) HJM) 5^  HJM') 
Proof . Since M. M' are QT^G-modules such that M/H^{M) and M'/H^{M') are 
direct sums of uniserial modules satisfying the condition (i), 
^ M/HUM) ^M'/H^{M'). 
Consider .V D HJM) and N' D HjM') such that N/HJM) ^ N'/HJM'). 
Now M/N ^ [Ml HJM)) UN I HJM)) and M'jN' ^ {M'/HJM))/{N'/HJM')) are 
bounded. 
To prove that M^M' we have to show that N ^ N'. Since HJM) = HJN) and 
HJM') = HJN'), N, N' are countably generated direct sums of uniserial modules, 
=> JV, A '^ have same Ulni invariants, 
=4> M=M'. Converse is trivial. 
Certain results regarding decomposition theorems are also considered. 
T h e o r e m 3 . 4 . 8 . Let M be a QT^G-module which is a direct sum of uniserial 
modules. If A^  is a coboundcd submodule of M then there exists a non-negative integer 
k k 
k and a decomposition M = 0 M^ such that A^  ^ 0 H^{M^). 
(=0 1=0 
Proof . Let Soc(M) = Soc(A )^ 6 S. Now S is a discrete sub socle of M hence it 
supports a pure submodule of M [Theorem 2,2]. Since A'' is cobounded S supports a 
k bounded sunnnand K of M where HkiM/N) = 0. 
Let M = K © M' and A'"' be the image of A^  under the natural projection of M 
onto M'. As N n K ^ 0, N' ^ N and Soc(A '^) = Soc(M'). Consider the case when 
Soc{N) = Soc(yil) = T (sa,y). Since A^  is a fc-cobounded submodule of M the Ulm 
invariants of A' and M are related by the inequalities 
n+r n+r+k n+r+k n+r+k 
Y^JNU) < E •^ ^^ (•/•) ""'"'^ E ^^ (^-^ ^ ^ E M) for all n , r > 0 . 
j=n J=n j=n+k J=k 
Now on the hues of Lemma 3.4.6 there exists an automorphism 0 of T and decom-
positions T = ETn = ^L„ such that the nonzero elements of Tn and Ln have heights 
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n in .'V and M lespcctively and for every x^ e Tn, (t){Xn) G Ln+i for some i < k, 
=> 3 decompositions M = ^ M^ and N = Yl^i of ^^ and A^  respectively such that 
1=0 1=0 
k 
N, ^ H,{M,) foi 0 < ^ < A;. Therefore iV ^ ^ H,{M,). 
C o r o l l a r y 3 . 4 . 9 . If TV is a cobomided submodule of the closed QT^C?-module M, 
k 
then there exists a non-negative integer k and a decomposition M =Yl^i such that 
i=0 
1=0 
Proof . Let B be a basic submodule of M By Theorem 3.2.4, B Ci N 
submodule of the cobounded submodule A^  of M. Since 5 n A'' is a cobounded sub-
module of B, h\ the above theorem 3 a non-negative integer k and a decomposition 
k A _ fe 
B = Y.B, such that B n N =^ J2H,{B,). Since M, A^  are closed M = S = ^^ B, and 
; = 0 2=0 1=0 
A^  = E]^Xs5. 
1=0 
T h e o r e m 3 . 4 . 1 0 . Let M be a QTAG-module such that M = ^M„ where each 
MjH^{Mi) is a direct sum of countably generated modules. If M' is quasi-isomorphic 
to M, then ^/ ' = ^ M ; where M,?^i\f; for every i e I. 
Proof . Whenever a QTylG-module M is a direct sum of QT^G-modules Mi's, the 
automorphism of M/Hk{M) may be extended to the automorphism of M. Now we 
have to show that M' is a cobounded submodule of M. Suppose Hk(M) Q M' C M. If 
M is a direct sum of uniserial modules, the result follows by the Theorem 3.4.8. Since 
M' is /c-cobounded in M we may write M' = ^ Af^ where M '^ is isomorphic to a k-
cobounded submodule of Afj. Therefore for the general case M'/H^{M') = Y, K where 
iG / 
N^ is isomorphic to a /c-cobounded submodule of MjH^{Mi). For each z e / suppose 
A^ , be a cobounded submodule of M, such that N,/H^{M,) ^ N[. If we put A^  = Xl «^> 
tG/ 
then H^{N) = /f ,(M) = if,(M') and NlH^{N) = A^/i/.(M) = Y.^^IMM^) = 
^A^; = M7/ / . (M ' ) , 
iG7 
=> M' = N and the result follows. 
The above result shows that for pihared modules quasi-isomorphism is compatible 
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with direct decompositions. The following result is a trivial consequence of Theorem 
3.4.10. 
C o r o l l a r y 3 . 4 . 1 1 . Suppose that M = J^Mi is a pillared module. If M' is quasi-
isomorphic to M, then M' = ^ M- where M/ is isomorphic to a direct summand of 
i s / 
Mj + Ui where Ui is a direct sum of uniserial modules. 
Section-5 
3.5. Some Quasi-Isomorphic Variants 
Mehdi [31] studied that if two QT.4G-modules M. M' are quasi-isomorphic then 
M is closed if and only if M' is closed. Now the fact, whether the properties of pure 
complete and being a direct sum of countably generated modules are invariant or not 
under the quasi-isomorphism is verified by Mehdi [36]. 
The following theorems are the consequence of the above problem. 
T h e o r e m 3 . 5 . 1 . Let M be a QTAG-vaoduXe, a direct sum of countably generated 
QTAG-modules. Let A^  be a submodule of M such that M D N D Hk{M) and 
N/Hk{M) is countably generated. Then A^  is a direct sum of countably generated 
modules. 
Proof . Let NlHk{M) = Y^{x,R + Hh{M)) and Hk{M) = E MMj) where M = 
Y, M, and g{Mj) = ^o- Then N = Y.'^^Ii+E Hk{Mj) = J^x^i? + HkiM). Now 
m 
Xi e M, hence Xi,R = ^xi^R with Xi, G Mi,. Put J' = {j e J\ for some %• G Mj, 
1=1 
Vj e XiR} and J" = J - J', 
i£i j£j' jeJ" 
=> TV is a direct sum of countably generated modules. 
T h e o r e m 3 . 5 . 2 . Let M be a direct sum of countably generated QTAG-modules 
and let A^  be a submodule such that g{M/N) < u). Then A^  is a direct sum of countably 
generated QT AG-modules. 
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Proof . Let M = E ^ i - Now M^ is not contained in A^  for a countable fs G J 
because g{i\4/X) < uj. 
Let J' = {j e J\ Mj C K}. Ni = J2 ^ and A^a = E ^jR such that Xj G 
E Mi, ^ N = Ni ® N2 such that A^2 is countably generated and A^ i is a direct 
i s , / -J ' 
sum of countably generated modules. 
The following result deals with the closed niodulcs. 
T h e o r e m 3 . 5 . 3 . Let B,B' be the closed modules [21] with basic submodules B 
and B' respectively. Then B^B' if and only if B^B'. 
Proof . Suppose B^B' Then 3 submodules N and K oi B and B' respectively 
and an mteger k such that N D Hk{B), K D H,,{B'), N ^ K. Therefore B D N D 
H/,{B), B' D K D Hk{B') and N ^ K. Since closed C^T^G-modules are completely 
determined by their basic submodules [21] B = B'. The converse is trivial. 
T h e o r e m 3 . 5 . 4 . Let Af be a QTAG-module such that M = B + B' where 5 , B' 
are basic submodules of M and B the closed module defined by B. Then M has a 
cobounded submodule A'' such that 
(i) A^  is not pure complete, 
(ii) A'' is not semi-closed and A'' is not a direct sum of closed modules. 
Proof . Let B = ©S,, and B' = ®B[ where each Bi and B- is a direct sum of uniserial 
modules of length i. We define N = B^+Y, {Bn+i + B',J + Hi{M). Let S be the socle 
n<uj 
of B then S C N. Suppose on coirtrary that S supports a pure submodule K of A''. 
Now Soc(A') ^ Soc(5), the purity of K implies that K is a closed module. Therefore 
it is a sunnnand of M, we may write M = K + B' and N = K + iNnB'). By the 
defining relation N n B' = Hi{B') we have N = K + Hi{B'). These decompositions 
and the definition of A" imply that 
H^iK) + H^iB') + B,+Y,{Bn+l + K) = K + H,{B'). 
For each integer n and the uniform element x e Bn+2 + -B^+i, 3 an element y such 
l(^\ = n and y G K+H,{B') such that d ( ^ ) that dl^] y{ ') d ( ^ ) = n where z = Un+Vn, Un G K, 
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v„ e Hx{B'). Now we define ,s(l) = 1 and positive integers s{i) for i < n such that 
5(1) < s(2) < • • • < sin). We may choose s{n + 1) > s{n) such that Vn e Y^ Bi. 
i<s{n+l) 
Now e{un) < n + 2 for each n and K is closed. The Cauchy sequence {u',.} must 
converge in K. Here d\ —^— = s{n). 
Since M = B + B', the sequence Yl,{cs(n)+i - <^ 5{n)} ^^ ^^ ust converge in B'. Here 
d\ — 1 = .s(„) and a I ) = s{n) + 1. But for each integer n, the projection 
of the hmit onto {w!,;,,^ } is Csiv)^i which is not zero. This contradiction imphes that S 
doesn't support a pure submodule, 
=> A^  is not pure complete. 
For (ii) assume that A^  is a direct sum of a countable number of closed modules. 
Therefore by Theorem 3.2.4, A^  has a countably generated basic submodule. Since 
a direct sum of countably generated closed modules is pure complete by the above 
discussion A^  is not a direct sum of of closed modules. Since every semiclosed module 
is a direct sum of closed modules and uniserial modules, the result follows. 
R e m a r k 3 . 5 . 5 . The properties of being pure complete, being semiclosed and the 
property of being a direct sum of closed modules are not quasi-isomorphic invariants. 
Section-6 
3.6. Uniformly Quasi-isomorphic Families of QTAG-
Modules 
We start with the following: 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 . 6 . 1 . Let ( M J and {Aj} be families of QTAG-modules over the 
same index set. These families are uniformly quasi-isomorphic if there is an integer 
A; > 0 and for each i G / , submodules M/ c M^ and A,' C A^^ such that Hk{Mi) C M/, 
Hk{Ni) C N: and M^ ^ N',. 
R e m a r k 3 . 6 . 2 . Let M and A^  be direct sums of countably generated reduced 
QTAG-modules. If 3 submodules K, L of M and K', L' of M' such that K/L ^ K'/L' 
and M/K, L, M'/K', L' are bounded then the corresponding Ulm factors of M and 
M' are uniformly quasi-isomorphic. 
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L e m m a 3 . 6 . 3 . Let M be a reduced QTAG-module. Then {M/Nf = M^/N for 
all /? < a whenever N CM". 
Proof . For J = 0, the result holds. Suppose d = 1 and x + N e [M/Nf, the first 
/{Xn + N)R\ 
Ulm submodule of MIN. Then d x„'s such that d\ ^^ ~- 1 = n for each n > 0. 
V [x + N)R I 
Now a; + .V = (,T„ + N)r„ and x = x„r„ + Vn e H,,{M}, [y,, G iV) i.e. a: + YV t 
MVA^. Now let /3( > 1 and (M/TV)-^  = AP/N for all 7 < 5^. If /? = 7 + 1, then 
{M/Nf = [M^Nf = M^+\/N = M^/N. Suppose /? is a limit ordinal. Then, 
[M/Nf = f](M/Nr = f]iMVN) = fp|M")/iV - M^/N 
'y<0 7<fl 7</? 
and the result follows. 
R e m a r k 3 . 6 . 4 . Let M be a reduced QrAG-module and A; > 0. Then {MlH^[M'')f 
M^^/H'^iM") for /9 < a and {MlH\M'')f ^ Ffc(M"). 
L e m m a 3 . 6 . 5 . Let M be a reduced QTAG-modnle, a an ordinal and A; > 0. Then 
MIH^{M'') has Ulm factors Ad'^/Mi^+^ for /J < a, iffe(M«)/M"+^ and M^/Mf^+^ for 
P > a. 
Proof . Let p < a i.e. P + 1 <a and by lemma 3.6.3. 
Since K"/K"+^ = L'^/L"-^^ whenever K and L are isomorphic QTAG-modules, 
by [34]. 
If P > a, i.e. 6 = a + S then, 
6+1 
L e m m a 3 . 6 . 6 . Let M be a countably generated reduced QTAG-module of length 
r with Ulm factors Ma- For each a < r, let M„ = Ka ® La where Ka and L« 
are unbounded whenever M^ is. Let M' be a countably generated reduced QTAG-
module of length r with Ulm factors Hn^{Ka) © La, where 0 < Ua < k, k fixed. Then 
M/T ^ M' for some T C H^{M). 
Proofs For r = 0, the result is trivial. If r = 1, M is a direct sum of uniserial 
modules and the result follows. Assume r > 1 and Mr-i is unbounded if r - 1 exists. 
For each a < T,\<?X La = Y^ Maa where Map is unbounded ioi 3 ^ a and Maa = 0. 
fi<T 
For each a < T, lei Aa and Ca be countably generated reduced QTAG-m.od.u\e& of 
length T whose a^ *^  Ulm factors are Hn^{Ka) and KQ respectively and whose /?*^  Ulm 
factors are Mp^. Now M ^ ^ C« and by [34] Ca/H''"{C^) ^ Aa for each a < r. 
Let A = Yl A,- Then M/T"^ A where T = 5]//"°(C;j). Now yl has Ulm factors 
/^,,„{i^«) e La. Hence Af/T ^ A ^ M'. 
Now assume r - 1 exists and M^-i is bounded. For a < r - l , let La be as above and 
AQ be a countably generated reduced QTAG-module whose Ulm factors are //'^^(i^'o), 
M/3Q for 0 < /3 < r - 1 and Lr-i- Let Co be a countably generated reduced QTAG-
module whose Ulm factors are KQ, MQ^ for 0 < /? < r - 1 and Lr-i- For 0 < a < r - 1 
let Aa and Ca be countably generated reduced QTAG-modules of length r — 1 whose 
a'^ Ulm factors are Hn^{Ka) and A'Q, respectively and whose /?"' Ulm factors, /? 7^  a are 
M^a- Let AT--I Hud Cr-i be coutably generated reduced QTAG-modules whose Ulm 
factors are A/,'j,r-i for 0 < /3 < r — 1 and whose (r — 1)*'^  Ulm factors are Hn,^_AKT-i) 
and Kr^i respectively. Let ^ = ^ Aa and T = ^ ^""(<^a), 
Q:<r a < T 
=^  M/T^A^M'. 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 . 6 . 7 . Let A denote the class of (QTylG-modules a,nd B denote the 
class of bounded QTAG-mod\\\es. For M, Ai' G ^ , M is isomorphic to M' in >t/S if 
and only if there exist submodules K, L of M and A'', L' of M' such that KjL = K'/L' 
and M/K, L, M'/K', L' e B. 
L e m m a 3 . 6 . 8 . Let Af be a countably generated reduced QT^IG-module of length 
T with Ulm factors Ma- For each a < T, let Ma — Ka ® La where both Ka,La are 
unbounded whenever Ma is. Let M' be a countably generated reduced QTAG-module 
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with Ulm factors /f^(A'«) 0 L„, n > 0. Then M = M' m A/B. 
Proof . Let I[ = {a < T\ Ka and La are both unbounded}, 
I2 = {a < T\ Ka is unbounded and La is bounded}, 
h ~ {o <T\ Ka is bounded and La JS unbounded}, 
h = {T - 1} if r - 1 exists and M-r-i is bounded, 
otherwise I4 = (p. 
lio^L,. let Ka = K'^®K'^ where both K'^^ and K'^ are unbounded. If a e I3, let 
La = L'^® L'^ where L'^  and L'^  are unbounded. Let A have Ulm factors as follows: 
HniKa) ® La if ft G /i H /4, 
Hn{K'a)®K®La = H,,{Ka) ® L^ If « G/s, 
H,,{Ha) 0 H„{L'J ® L:^ if o 'G/ , . 
Now by Lcnnna 3.4.6, M/T ^ A for some T C if"(Af). Let C have Ulm factors 
as follows: 
Hn{Ka)®La if (y G h Ci h, 
HniK) ® H,,{K';^ ® La = Hn{Ka)®La if « G / s , 
H,,{Ka)®H„{L'a)®Ll if QG/3. 
Again by Lemma 4.6.6, A/V ^ C for some T' C f/"(M). 
Let M' have Ulm factors as follows: 
H„{Ka)(BLa if a e / i n / 2 n / 4 , 
H„{Ka) © L« ® L'^  = / / n ( / 0 © La if a G h. 
Again by Leuuna 3.6.6, M'/T" ^ C for some T" C H^{M'). Therefore M ^^ M' 
in AjB. Let / be the composition M -» M/T ^ A ^ A/T ^ C ^ M'/T" -^ 
M'/H'\M')^Hn{M'). 
The result follows. 
L e m m a 3 . 6 . 9 . Let M be a direct sum of countably generated reduced QTAG-
modules, n > 0 and suppose M has length r. If for each a < r, the a^^ Ulm factor 
Ma = Ka © La, then there is a QTAG-module A^  such that 
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(ij iV is a direct sum of countably generated reduced (5X^4G-modules, 
(ii) .'V has Ulm factors H.„{Ka) ® L^, 
(iii) M^NmA/B. 
Proof . Let M = J^ X\ wlierc g{Xx) < Ho for each A G J, Let r^ be the length of 
Xx and Xxa its a'''' Ulm factor. For TX< a < T. Now M« = ^ XAO, Xxa = 0 for each 
AeJ 
a < r. 
Let X^^, K f^ and i f be the basic submodules of Xxai J^a and I/Q. respectively 
For each a < r, there is one to one, onto map ija • uXj[^ —>• K^ U Lf which preserves 
exponents. For A e J and a < TA, we define 
Kxa = {5 ]a ; i ? | a : e ;^ f , , 7r„(x) e iCf 
Lxa = {5]xi?|xGXf„, 7r«(x)eLf}. 
If Tx < o, let KA„ = Lxa = 0. Then Xxa = Kxa ® Lxa, E Kxa = Ka and 
AeJ 
E I'Aa = /^«. L e t Yxa = HniKxa) © ^^Aa-
AeJ 
Then Yxa is countably generated and if o < TX, Yxa is unbounded except for YX,TX-I 
if r\ — 1 exists. Let Yx be a countably generated reduced (JT/IG'-module of length TX 
and with Ulm factors Yxa- By Lemma 3.6.6, there is an epimorphism fx : Xx -^ Hn{Yx) 
such that Ker/A is bounded. Let A^  = E -^ A- Then there is an epimorphism f : M -^ 
AeJ 
Hn{N) such that Ker / is bounded by the same bound, 
=> M^N in A/B, 
=^ N is a direct sum of countably generated modules with Ulm factors Hn{Ka) © La-
L e m m a 3 . 6 . 1 0 . Let A/ be a direct sum of countably generated reduced QTAG-
modules. let il/„ be the Ulm factor of M having length r. Then there is a reduced 
QTAG-modulo N such that 
(i) A'' is a direct sum of countably generated reduced QT74G-modules, 
(ii) N has Ulm factors M^ © U where U is a direct sum of uniserial modules of length 
one, a < r, 
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(iii) M ^ N m A/B. 
Proof . Let M ^ Y. X-^ where g{Xx} < i^ o for all X e J. Let TX be the length 
AGJ 
of Xx and Xx„ its o-'^  Ulm factor. Then MQ, = J2 ^Xa- For X e J and a < TA, 
AGJ 
let Yxa = -'^ Aa ffi t/, where U is the direct sum of uniserial modules of length one. If 
Tx < a < T, let Yxa = 0 and Yx be the countably generated reduced QTAG-inodule of 
length Tx and Ulm factors Yxa, OL < TX- For a < r, let J^ = {A G J | X^a 7^  0}. Then 
5(Ma)Ho = #( Ja)Ho for a < r. Let N = ^Yx- Then JV is a direct sum of countably 
As,; 
generated reduced QTylG-modules whose Q*^ ' Ulm factor is 
Na = 5]FAa-^(^Aa©^) = J ] XA« ® J ] f/ = M, 0 J ] [/. 
AeJ Ae./ AG J AG J g{Ma) 
By Lemma 3.6.9, A'' is isomorphic (in A/B) to the direct sum of countably gener-
ated QTAG-modules whose Ulm factors are M,,®Hi i Yl U) = Ma] namely, N = M 
is A/B. 
L e m m a 3 . 6 . 1 1 . Let M and A^  be direct sums of countably generated reduced 
QTAG-modulcs whose corresponding Ulm factors are uniformly quasi-isomorphic. Let 
M and A^  have the same length r and Ulm factors Ma and Na respectively. Suppose 
fMai^) = di^a) > Ho and /Ar„(0) = giNa) > Ho for each a < T. Then there exist 
direct sums of countably generated reduced QTAG-moduhs K and L with Ulm factors 
Ka and La respectively such that 
(i) hM = g{Ka)9iLa)^i) - /L„(0) for each a < r, 
(ii) M^K in A/B, 
(iii) N^Lm A/B. 
Proof . Let 
h = {o<r\ g{Ma) = g{Na)}, 
h = {a<T\ g{Ma)<g{Na)}, 
and 
/3 = {« < r I g{Na) < g{Ma)}. 
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There is an integer A; > 0 and for each o < T, subinodules A^ C M^ and Ca C A'^  
such that Hk{M,,) C A^, HkiNa) C C„ and A^ ^ Ca- Thus (^TV )^ < g{Ma) > 
g(Hk{H,XN^,))). for a e h and g[M^) > g{N^) > g{Hk{Hk{Ma)),iov a e h. H a e h 
we write A^ a ~ ^i ® Tl ^^ where U is the direct sum of uniserial modules of length 
one. If a e /s we write M,, = Af^  ® ^ [/. By Lemma 3.6.9 there is a direct sum 
of countably genereted reduced (5^-4G-moduIe8 K whose Ulm factors Ka are MQ, for 
a e_ hUh and Hk[Hk{M'^)) ® Y. U for Q G /g such that M ^K in A/B. Similarly 
there is a direct sum of countably generated reduced i^TylC-modules L whose Ulm 
factors La are K, for a e hUh and Hk{Hk[N'„)) 0 X^  [/ for a G /s and L ^ N in 
g(Ma) 
^ / ^ . For a e hUh, /KAO) = gi^Q = g{Ka). 
For 0 6 / 3 , 
(^A^a) > / A . ( 0 ) < g{Ka) < g{H,{H,{M'^)) + g{Na) 
< g{AQ+g{Na) < g{N,)+g{Na). 
Now g{Ma) > Ko and g{K,) > K„, thus g{Ka) = / K , ( 0 ) = mm{g{Ma),giNa)) for 
o < r. Similarly .^(LQ,) = ,/L„(0) = nim{g{Ma),g{Na)) for a < r. It now follows that 
fKM = giKa)g{La)^o - / L . (0) for a<r. 
L e m m a 3 . 6 . 1 2 . Let M and A^  be direct sums of countably generated reduced 
QTylG-modules. Then M = A^  in A/B if and only if their corresponding Ulm factors 
are uniformly quasi-isomorphic. 
Proof . Suppose that the corresponding Ulm factors of M and A'' are uniformly quasi-
isomorphic. Let ]\Ia and A^ a be the a^'^ Ulm factors of M and A" respectively. If M 
has length r and A^  has length r + 1 then Nr is bounded, N/Nr is a direct sum of 
countably generated QrAG-modules and M ^ N in A/B if and only if M ^ N/Nr in 
A/B. Moreover the corresponding Ulm factors of M and N/Nr are uniformly quasi-
isomorphic. Without loss of generaHty we may assume that M and A" have the same 
length r. By [34], there exist direct sums of countably generated reduced QTAG-
modules K and L such that K has Ulm factors M^ 0 ^ f/, L has Ulm factors 
g{Ma) 
Na © E U.M^K in A/B and A^  ^ L in A/B. 
9{Na) 
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By Remark 3.6.2 the Ulni factors of M and K {N and L) are uniformly quasi-
siomorphic, 
=> Ulm factors of K and L are uniformly quasi-isomorptiic. 
Since M = N in A/B if and only if K ~ L in A/B. Therefore we may assume 
that /Ma(0) = g{Ma)^o and /A^JO) = g{Na}'^o for each a < T. By Lemma 3.6.11 
we may assume that /Af„(0) = g{Ma)g{Na)'i^o = /N„(0 ) for each a < T. There is an 
integer A; > 0 and for each a < r, 3 submodules Sa ^l Ma and Ta C A^ „ such that 
HkiMa) C Sa, Hk{Na) Q T^ and 5« = Ta- Therefore by Theorem 3.4.5 for each a<T 
and all mtegers n > 0 and ?- > 0 
Now 
'• »+2k \ 
EfM{n + k + j) < E fN{n + j) 
and 
r 7-+2A, 
E / A ^ ( ^ + ^ + J ) < E fM{n + j) 
J=0 j=0 
Ma = M,,,o © M„,i © • • • © M«,2fc 
(^) 
and 
where /ffe(M,,o) = iV .^o, H,^,{Ma,i) = iVa.i, • • • , M ,^^  ?^  iV„,fc, MaMi = H,{Na,k+d ''' 
Ma,2k = Hk{Na,2k) for each a < r. 
Now by Lenmia 3.6.9 the icsult follows. 
T h e o r e m 3 . 6 . 1 3 . Let M and A^  be dhect sums of countably generated reduced 
Qr^lG-moduleb. Then M = N in A/B if and only if there is an integer fc > 0 such 







Proof . Suppose the inequalities hold. Let M^ and A''^  be the a'*' Ulm fad^orajof M 
and A'' respectively. Then for each ordinals a and r < 0 /^ •* f^^ '^ "-"'" *'' 
j=o j=o >X^^ "^ H 
r+2k r+2k V * ) ^ v. ^"^^, 
i=0 ,=0 
Similarly 
V 7•+2 •^ 
Since M, A^  are the direct sums of uniserial modules 3 submodules S C M and 
r C A^  such that Hk[M) C 5, //^(A^) C T and 5 = T. Therefore the corresponding 
Ulm factors of M and A^  are uniformly quasi-iomorphic. By Theorem 3.6.12 M = N 
in A/B. 
For the converse consider Ha{M) and Ha{N) which are isomorphic in A/B, 
=> Ha{M) and Ha{N) satisfy the inequalities. 
Since k is the same for each a and /A/(a + n) = fHa{M){n) the result follows. 
Section-7 
3.7 Ulm Factors of Uniformly Quasi-isomorphic Fam-
ilies 
We study Ulm factors of uniformly quasi- isomorphic famiUes and compile the 
results regarding the extension of the results of uniformly quasi-isomorphic families of 
QTAG-modules to the class of totally projective modules. 
T h e o r e m 3 . 7 . 1 . Let M and A^  be totally projective modules. Then M is quasi-
isomorphic to A^  if and only if there exists an integer A; > 0 such that for all integers 








/M(a) = /iv(«) for all a>^ {II) 
We have shown that if M and N are QTAG-modules then the condition (I) holds 
if M is quasi-isomorphic to A^ . We have already observed that if M, N are QTAG-
modules such that M/H^[M) and N/H^{M) are decomposable then condition (I) and 
the condition that H^{M) = H^{N) are necessary and sufficient conditions in order 
that M^N If M and N are totally projective then M/HJM) and N/H^{N) are 
direct sums of uniserial modules. Now condition (II) and Theorem 3.6.13 imply that 
H^{M)^HUN)^ 
In order to prove our main theorem wc need the following lemmas: 
A and B are same as defined in Section 6. 
L e m m a 3 . 7 . 2 . Let M and N he totally projective (^TylG-modules. If M = iV in 
A/B, then the corresponding Ulni factors of M and N axe uniformly quasi-isomorphic. 
Proof . By Theorem 3.6.12, reduced QTAG-modules M and A^  are isomorphic in 
A/B if condition (I) of Theorem 3.7.1 holds for M^ and N^ (for all ordinals a) with 
fixed k. Since Af„ = H^^{M)/H^^^^^^{M) and H^^M) is totally projective. This 
implies that Ma and N^ are direct sums of uniserial modules. Therefore by Theorem 
4.4.12, corresponding Ulm factors of M and N are uniformly quasi-isomorphic. 
L e m m a 3 . 7 . 3 . Let M be totally projective QTAG-module of length r. For a <T, 
let Ma = Sn® Ta wlicre f[.ng{Ta) = fing{Ma). Let A^  be totally projective such that 
for all a < r, iV„ = Hk{Sa) 0 Ta for some fixed integer k>0. Then M ^ iV in A/B. 
Proof . Since the Ulm invariants of Ma are the Ulm invariants of Hyj^{M) for n <uj. 
But /F ,^ (M)(^0 = fmi^^ct + n) therefore JM^n) = /Af(wa + n), n < w, 
^ g{Ma) = y /M(/3) and fin5(M«) = min Y fuiP)-
Now we may write 
n<uj 
oja<i3<ij(a+i) uia+n</3<uj{a+l) 
rmg{Ma) > Y. 3{MD). 
a<p<T 
Since Mg{T„) = ^ng{Ma), such an N exists and r« may be written as Ta 
J2 Map when UngiMap) -= finf/(M«). 
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Again there exist totally projective modules {//a}a<r with Ulm factors (ia)/3 = 
Mffa for 8i\\ 0 < a: {La)o = Sa and (Z/a)^ = 0 for [3 > a. Since direct sums of totally 
projective QT'/lG-moduIes are totally projective, Yl -^ « is totally projective and thus 
M = J2 ^a because they have same Ulm factors. For all a < T, let Ka = La/H^{L'^). 
By Lemma 3.6.3, 
Since L„ is totally projective H^^ {Ka) is also totally projective. Again by Lemma 
3.6.3, 
KJH^JyKa) = {L^iHHLl))lLZIH'{Ll) - LJLI 
and Ka/H^^^{K,:,) is totally projective, 
=> Ka is totally projective. 
By Lemma 3.6.5 Ka has Ulm factors (L„)^ for /3 7^  a and (Ka)a = Hk{Ll)/Ll+^ ^ 
Hk{{La)a) = H.iSa). Let K = E ^^a ^^1^ A = ^ ^'{K)- Thcu K is totally 
projective and since M = Y. La, Ml A = K. Since A is bounded M ^ K in A/B. 
But the Ulm factors of K are same as the Ulm factors of N, K = N in A/B. Therefore 
M^N in A/B. 
L e m m a 3 . 7 . 4 . Let M be a totally projective QT^lG-module of length r and for 
a < T, let Ma = Sa®Ta. Let A'' be a totally projective QTAG-modn\e such that for 
all a<T, Na = H,,{Sa) 0 7 ; for some fixed integer k>0. Then M ^ A^  in A/B. 
Proof . From the above discussion the existence of such an N is ensured. 
Let 
h = {a<T\^ng{Ta) = &ng{Ma}, 
h = { a < r jfin.9(r,0<fin,g(M„}. 
Now for a G h, fin^(5,,) = finc/(M„). Thus, let S« = S'„ ® S'/^ where ?Lng{S'a) = 
^ng{Sl) = fiii(/(5„). Consider the totally projective QTAG-module A '^ with the Ulm 
factors N'^ = H,{Sa) ® Ta for all a e h, K = Hk{S'a) ® Z ® ^a for all a G Is- By 
Lemma 3.7.3 M = N' in A/B and A^ ' = A^  in A/B. Therefore M ^ A^  in A/B. 
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T h e o r e m 3 . 7 . 5 . Let M and N be totally proiective, Then M = iV in A/B if and 
only if their corresponding Ulm factors are uniformly quasi-isomorphic. 
Proof . Suppose the corresponding Ulm factors of M and A'^  are uniformly quasi-
isomorphic. Suppose length of M is r and length of A'' is greater than or equal to 
r + 1. Since Nr^Mr{= 0), Nr is bounded and thus the length of iV is r + 1. Since 
AV is bounded, M = N in A/S if and only if M = N/Nr in A/B. Now N/Nr has 
type T and is totally projective. The corresponding Ulm factors of M and N/Nr are 
uniformly quasi-isomorphic since the Ulm factors of A^  and N/Nj. agree except at the 
r*^ place. By uniform quasi-isomorphism, there exists an integer A; > 0 and for all 
a < T submodules 5„ C Ma, T,, C N^ such that //A,-(M«) C S^, Hk{Na) C r« and 
Sa — Ta- Thus for each a condition (I) holds for 71'/^  and A'^ . Therefore for a < r, 
and 
where i/,(i\4,o) = A a^.o, Hk-i{M^,i) = A a^,i, • • • , M„,, ^ A^«,,, M«,,+i ^ Hi{Nc,k+i),''' 
Again by Lemma 3.7.4 M ^ A^  in A/B. 
The converse directly follows from Lennna 3.7.2. 
T h e o r e m 3 . 7 . 6 . Let M and A^  be totally projective. Then M = A^  in A/B if and 
only if there exists an integer A: > 0 such that for all ordinals a and integers r > 0 
7'+fc r+2fc 7'+A' r+2k 
^fM{ot^-]) < J2fN{<y + j) and 5Z'^^(" + -^ ') - Y.M(^ + :J)-
j=k j=0 j=k j=0 
Proof . Suppose the condition holds that is there exists A; > 0 such that for each a 
and integers r > 0, n > 0 
r+k r+k r+2k r+2k 
Y,.fMAn + :i) = Y^fMi^o + n + j) < J2fN{u;Q + n + j) = X l / ^ a ( " + -?') 





=> Ma and N„ satisfy condition (I) for all a and a fixed k. By Theorem 3.6.f 2 and The-
orem 3.6.13 the corresponding Ulm factors of M and JV are uniformly quasi-isomorphic. 
Now by [34] M ^ N in A/B. 
The converse is trivial. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SOME CHARACTERIZATION OF 
SUBMODULES OF QT^(?-MODULES 
4.1. Introduction 
This chapter is devoted to the study of the submodules of QTAG-modn\es with 
emphasis on quasi h-puie submodules, h-pme hulls, intersection of h-pure hulls and 
semi h-pme submodules. Section 2 deals with the structure of quasi h-puie submod-
ules. For h-pme submodules TV c M, Soc{N + Hn{M)) = Soc{N) + Soc{Hn{M)). This 
equality does not hold in general. Here we study the consequences of the equality of 
these expression and quasi h-pme submodules are discussed. Section 3 of this chapter 
is devoted to the study of semi h-pme submodules and intersection of h-pme hulls 
studied by A.Mehdi and Sikander [35].In this section we discussed the characterization 
of h pure hulls of QT^lG-niodules in terms of A''-high submodules. Here we also study 
the characterization of submodules of QTAG-modnles which are the intersection of 
finitely many /i-pure submodules. 
Section 2 
4.2. Quasi /i-Pure Submodules 
We need the following notations to start. 
For any nonnegative integer k, we denote by N'^{M) the submodule 
(A^  + Hk+i[M)) n Soc{Hk{M)) and by Nk{M) the submodule 
(N n SociHkiM))) + Soc{Hu+i[M)) and by Qt{M, N) = N\M)lNk{M). 
T h e o r e m 4 . 2 . 1 . If A^  and K are submodules of QTAG-module M such that 
N C K and K is h-pme in M, then the module QniM, N) and Qn{K, N) are isomor-
phic. 
Proof . Define a map a : N''{K)lNn{K) -^ N''{M)/Nn{M) such that 
a{x-\-Nn{K)) = x+Nn{M). Obviously a is an /?-homomorphism. Now if for x G N{K), 
X G NniM), then x = y+z, y G TVn5oc(i/„(i\f)) and z G Soc{Hn+i{M)), then y G Kn 
Soc{Hn{M)) C Hn{K) gives y G NriSoc{Hn{K)). Also z = x-y G KnSoc{Hn+i{M)) 
yields z e SociH„+i(K)). Hence x E Nn{K) and we get a, a monomorphism. To show 
that a is an epiniorphism, consider s G N'"'{M) such that s is uniform and s ^ Nn{M) 
then s = a+6, where ae N,be Hn^i{M). Us e N ov s <E Hn+i(M) we get s G Nn(M). 
Hence aRf) sR = 0 = bRn sR. Consequently, aR Q bR® sR with a = —b + s gives 
o,R = 6/? under the correspondence ar o —br. Then Hi{aR) = Hi{bR) and the above 
correspondence is identity on H\{aR). Now a = s — feGi^fl Hn{M) — Hn{K), so that 
Hi{aR) = HiibR) C Hn+2{M) nK = Hn+2{K) and we get y G Hn+i{K) such that 
Hi{aR) =•- Hi{yR) and X : aR —>• yR given by Afa/?) ^ /^/? is identity on Hi{aR). Con-
sequently, e(a - (/) < 1. so that (a - y) € SocH„ik). Then the mapping fu, • bR ^ yR 
such that /i(67-) = ~yr is also identity on Hi{bR)'diid hence b + y E 5oc(//„+i(M)). 
Therefore, 6 + y G A'„(M). Also a - y G (TV ^ H„+^(K)) n Soc{Hn{K)). Hence 
a(a - 7/ + iV„(ir)) = a - y + iV„(M) - s - (6 + y) + iV„,(M) = s + Ar„(M). 
This proves that a is an epimorphism. Hence the result follows. 
T h e o r e m 4 . 2 . 2 . If A^  is /i-neat submodule of M, then A^  is /i-pure in M if and 
only if Qn{M, A^ ) = 0 for every n > 0. 
Proof . Let A^  be h-pme in M then by theorem 4.2.1. N\N)/Nt{N) = N\M)lNt{M) 
for all i > 0, but A^ *(A^ ) = A f^(A )^. Therefore, N\M) = Nt{M) and we get ^^(M, AO = 
0. conversely, suppose Nr\Hn{M) = Hn{N). Let .x be a uniform element in Nr\Hn+i{M) 
then there is a uniform element y G Hn{M) such that d{yR/xR) = 1 and also as x G 
A^nif„+i(M) C NnHn{M) = i/„(A^) we can find a uniform element x G Hn-i{N) such 
that d{zR/xR) = 1. Hence e(y - z) < 1 and so y - z G (W + Hn{M)) n 5oc(F„-i(M')) 
but A^'-^(M) = A^,_i(Af), we get y - z G A^  n Soc{Hn-i{M)) + Soc{Hn{M)). So 
y - z = a + 6, aGA^n 5oc(/7„_i(M)), 6 G Soc{Hn{M)), which gives y - 6 = a + zG 
A^n Hn{M) = H„{N). Hence xi? = Hx{yR) = //i((y - b)R) C Hn+i{N). Therefore, A^  
is h-pure in A/. 
Now we study the submodules for which Qn{M, N) = 0 holds for all n > 0. 
We start with the following. 
D e f i n i t i o n 4 . 2 . 3 . A submodule A^  of a QTAG-module M is quasi /i-pure in M 
ifQ„(M,N) = O f o r a l l n > 0 . 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4 . 2 . 4 . If A" is /i-pure submodule of M or if A^  is a subsocle of M, 
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then A'^  is quasi /i-pure. 
Proof , If A^  is h-pnre, then appeahng to Theorem 4.2.2., we get N to be quasi /i-pure. 
Now if N C Soc{M), then trivially N\M) = Nt{M) for all t > 0. Hence N is quasi 
/i-pure submodule of M. 
Quasi h-pnre submodules may be characterized as follows. 
Theorem 4.2.5. If A' IS db submodule of a QTAG-module M, then the following 
are equivalent: 
(a) A^  is quasi /i-pure in M. 
(b) Soc(.V + HJM)) = 5oc(A^) + SociH^iM)) for all n > 1. 
(c) Hi{N n H„{M)) = Hi[N) n Hn+i{M) for all n > 1. 
Proof , (a) ^ (6). Suppose A^  is quasi /i-pure in M then Q„(M, A^ ) = 0 for all n > 0. 
Therefore, N\M) = Nt{M) gives Soc{N + Hi{M)) = Soc{N) + Soc{Hi(M)) for i - 0. 
Now suppose (b) holds for all t < m, then Soc(A^ + H,n+i{M)) C Soc{N + Hm{M)) = 
Soc{N) + Soc{H„,{M)). Consequently, 
Soc(A^ + H,,,+^iM))=iN + H,rr+i{M)) n [Soc{N) + Soc{Hr,,{M))] 
= Soc{N) + {N + H„,,i(M)) n Soc[H,n{M)) 
= Soc{N) + Nr\ Soc{Hm[M)) + Soc{Hrn+i{M)) 
= Soc{N) + Soc{H„,+,{M)). 
Hence (b) holds for all n > 1. Now suppose (b) holds then trivially 
{N + Hn+i{M) n Soc{Hn{M)) CNn Soc{Hn{M)) + Soc{Hn+i{M)). 
Hence Qn{M, N) = 0 for all ri > I. Therefore A" is quasi /i-pure in M. 
(b) <=> (c). Suppose (b) holds. Trivially Hi{NnHn{M)) C Hi{N)n Hn+i{M). Let x 
be a uniform element in Hi{N) n Hn+i{M), then we get uniform elements y ^ N and 
z e Hn{M) such that d{yR/xR) = 1 and d{zR/xR) = 1. Hence appeahng to Lemma 
2.3,[41] we get e{y~z) < I, so y-ze Soc{N+Hn{M)) = Soc{N)+Soc{Hn{M)). Hence 
2; - 2 = M + t;, 7i G ;Soc(A )^, and v G Soc{H„{M)). Thus y - w ^ ' y + zGA^n //„(M), 
consequently .xi? = i/i((?/ - u)R) = Hi{[v + z)R) C i-/i(A^ n /f„(M)). Hence (c) fol-
lows. Now suppose (c) holds. Let x be a uniform element in Soc{N + Hn{M) then 
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x = w + t, where lu e N and t G //„(M). Now Hi{wR) = Hi{{w - x)R) = Hi{-tR) C 
Hi{N) n Hn+x{M) = /fi(iV n Hn{M)). Hence, as done in the proof 4.2.1., we get an 
element ,s G N n Hn{M) such that Hi(wR) = Hi{~tR) = Hi{sR) and e(it; - s) < 1 
and e(s 4-1) < 1. Thus a,- = w ; - s + s - t G Soc{N) + Soc{Hn{M)) and we get (b). 
The following result is the consequence of the above: 
T h e o r e m 4 . 2 . 6 . If A? is a submodule of M., then A^  is /i-pure in M if and only if 
A'' is /i-neat and quasi /i-pure in M. 
Proof . If N is /?,-pure in M, Theorem 4.2.2. imphes that N is quasi /i-pure in M. 
Now suppose iV is h-neai and quasi /i-pure in M and A^  Ti H,,{M} = Hn{N), then 
Hn+i{N) = Hi{NnHn{M)) = Hi{N) n Hn+i{M) by privious Theorem 4.2.5. But 
ffi(A^) n Hn+i{M) = {Nn Hi{M)) n Hn+i{M) = AT n Hn+i{M). Hence by induction 
TV is /i-pure in M. 
Now we compile the result which is an application of the equality Soc(A^ + Hn{M)) = 
Soc{N) + Soc{Hn{M)) for all n>\. 
T h e o r e m 4 . 2 . 7 . If A^  is a submodule of M then the following hold: 
(i) If Soc(A^) is /z-dense in Soc(Af), then A^  is quasi /i-pure in M. 
(ii) If A'' is quasi /z-pure in M, then every essential submodule of A'' is quasi /i-pure in 
M. 
Proof , (i) Since Soc[M) = Soc{N) + Soc{Hn{M)) for all n > 0, So Soc(A^ + 
Hn{M)) = Soc{N) + Soc{H„{M)) for all n > 0. Therefore A^  is quasi h-pme in M. 
(ii) Let K be an essential submodule of A^ , then Soc{K+Hn{M)) C Soc{N+Hn{M)) = 
Soc{N) + Soc{H„{M)). EenceSoc{K+Hn{M)) = Soc{K) + Soc{HniM)), consequently 
K is quasi h-pme in M. 
C o r o l l a r y 4 . 2 . 8 . If 5 is a /!-dense subsocle of M, then any submodule A'" with 
Soc(A^) C S can be extended to an /i-pure submodule K of M such that Soc(i^) = S. 
Proof . Let K be an /i-neat submodule such that NCR and S = Soc{K). Then 
by Theorem 4.2.7. K is quasi h-pme in M. Hence by Theorem 4.2.6. K is /i-pure 
submodule of M. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4 . 2 . 9 . If A^  is submodule of M, then the following hold: 
(i) Q„Hn(M, A^ ) = QUHniM), N 0 H,,[M)) for all n ,m > 0. 
(ii) Qj{M,N) = 0 for J = 0,1, • • • ,n if and only if Soc(A^ + Ht{M)) = Soc{N) + 
Soc{Ht{M)) for t = 1,2,-•• ,n + l. 
(iii) If A^  is quasi h-pmc in M, then TV n Hn{M) is quasi h-pme in Hn{M) for all n. 
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Also if for some n > 1, iV H H^iM) is quasi h-pme in HniM) and Soc{N + Ht{M)) = 
Soc(N) + Soc{Ht{M)) for ^ = 1, 2, • • • , n then N is quasi /z-pure in M. 
Proof , (i) Trivial, hence omitted. 
(ii) If Soc{N + Ht{M)) = Soc{N) + Soc{Ht{M)) for f = 1,2, • • • , n + 1 then trivially 
Qyl'M.TVj-Ofor; = 0 , 1 , - - - ,n. 
Conversely, as QQ{M,N) = 0 we get 5oc(iV + i/i(M)) = Soc[N) + 5oc(//i(M)). 
Now suppose Soc{N + ift(M)) = 5oc(7V) + Soc{Ht{M)) for t < n + 1. 
Then Soc{N + Ht+i{M)) C Soc{N) + Soc{Ht[M)). As done in Theorem 4.2.5. we get 
Soc{N + Ht+^{M)) - 5oc(iV) + Soc{Ht+i{M)). 
(iii) Due to (i), NnHn{M) is quasi /i-pure in H^iM). Conversely, \iN(^Hn{M) is quasi 
/i-pure in i/„(M), ^ n + n l ^ , iV) = 0 for all m > 0. But from (ii) we have Qj(M, N) = 0 
for j = 0,1, • • • , n - 1. Hence Qt{M, N) ^0 for all t > (3. So that N is quasi /i-pure m 
M. 
Now we need following result to proceed. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4 . 2 . 1 0 . If A^  is a submodule of M and X is a h-neat submodule of 
N. Then any submodule T of M maximal with respect to T n A' = K, is h-neat and 
Soc{M)CT + Soc{N). 
Proof . Trivially T/K is complement of N/K in M/K. Hence T/K is /i-neat in M/i^ 
and Soc{M/K) = Soc{T/K) = Soc{N/K). Now using the result that a submodule A'' 
of a (5^^C-niodule M is /i-neat if and only if 
Soc{M/N) = {Soc{M) + N)/N. we have Soc{N/K) = {Soc{N) + K)/K. Hence 
Soc{M) C T + Soc{N). Let x be a uniform element in T n Hi{M), then there ex-
ists a uniform element y e M such that d(yR/xR) = I. If y e T then we are done, 
otherwise /i-neatness of T/K in M/J-C will result a uniform element t £ T/K such that 
d{tR/xR) = 1. Hence e(y - f) < 1. Therefore, y -t e Soc{M/K). Hence we can find 
u G Soc{N) and ?' e T such that y-t-u-v G A^ . So y = t + M + y + w, it; G A". Hence 
xR = Hi{{t + u + v + w)R) = Hi{{t + v + io)R.) C Hi{T). Therefore T is /i-neat in M. 
T h e o r e m 4 . 2 . 1 1 . If K is /i-pure submodule of Hn{M), where n > 0. Then every 
submodule T of M maximal with respect to T fi Hj, (M) — K, is /i-pure in M. 
Proof . Proposition 4.2.10. yields that T is /i-neat in M and 
Soc{M) CT + Soc{Hn{M)). Hence Soc{T + Ht{M)) = Soc{T) + Soc{Ht{M)) for 
t = 1,2, ...,n. Trivially T (1 Hj,{M) is quasi /i-pure in i/„(M). Hence by proposition 
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4.2.9.(iii), T is quasi /^-pure i M. Therefore by theorem 4.2.6., J is h-puie m M. 
Since a submodule N of M is called /i-dense if M/N is /i-divisible. From the notation 
of N\M) and .V,(M) it is easy to see that N\M) = 5oc(iV n Ht{M) + Ht+i{M)) and 
A t^(M) = 5oc(5oc(A^) n i/t(M) + Ht+i{M)). Now using theorem 4.2.5 we state the 
following results established by Khan [19]. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4 . 2 . 1 2 , If A^  is a submodule of M and A' is a quasi h-pure h-dense 
submodule of N, then QtiM. K) = Q^(M, A^ ) for ah t > 0. 
Proof . Due to /i-divisibility of N/K, we have N = K + Ht{N) for all t > 0. 
Hence N''{M) = K\M) for all t. Since K is quasi /i-pure in A^ , so by Theorem 4.2.5. 
Soc{N) = Soc(K) + Soc{Ht{N)) for ah t > 0. Now 
Nt{M) = Soc{Soc{N) n Ht{M) + Ht+i{M)) = [Soc{N)f{M) 
={Soc{N) + //,+i(M)) n 5oc(jy,(M)) 
={Soc{K) + 5oc(iJt+i{A^) + Ht+i{M)) n Soc{Ht{M)) 
={Soc{K) + Ht+i{M)) n Soc{Ht{M)) 
^{Soc{K))\M)^Kt{M). 
Therefore, g,{il/, iT) = Qi(M, A )^. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4 . 2 . 1 3 . If A^  is quasi /i-pure in M and Soc{N) C r\Hn{M), then 
A^  C nHniM). 
Proof . Suppose every uniform element of A^  of exponent t lies inside nif„(M). Let x 
be a uniform clement in A^  such that e(x) ~t+l. Then we can find a uniform element 
y e xR such that d{xR/yR) = 1. Hence y e r\Hn{M) and we get y G Hn{M) for every 
n. Consequently, there is a uniform element Zi G H^{M) such that d{ziR/yR) = I which 
in turn wiU give e{x ~ z^) < 1. So x - z^ e Soc{N + Hi{M)) = Soc{N) + Soc{Hi{M)). 
Let a: - 2:, = M + w, u e Soc{N) and y e Soc{H^{M)) Since 5'oc(A )^ C nHniM), so 
3- G nH,,{M) and we get N C nF„(M). 
Finally we have the following. 
T h e o r e m 4 . 2 . 1 4 . If A^  is a submodule of M, then the following hold: 
(a) If A'' is quasi /i-pure in M and K is /i.-pure in M such that N C K, then A^  is quasi 
/i-pure in K. 
(b) If A^  is quasi /i-pure in an /i-pure submodule K of M, then A^  is quasi /i-pure in M. 
(c) If N is quasi /i-pure in /If, then every quasi /i-pure and h-dense submodule K oi N 
is quasi /i-pure in M. 
(d) If N has quasi /i-pure and /i-dense submodule K such that K is also quasi /i-pure 
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in M, then N Ls ciuasi h-pnie in M. 
Section 3 
4.3. Semi /i-Pure Submodules And Intersection Of 
Pure Hulls. 
The notations N^{M), Nk{M), Qk{M.,N) are same as in the last section. 
To start with it is necessary to state the following: 
D e f i n i t i o n 4 . 3 . 1 . A submodule A^  of M is semi h-pme in M if it is not /i-pure 
but it is contained in a /i-pure submodule of M.The minimal h-puie submodule of M, 
containing A^  is said to be the /i-pure hull of A" in M. 
R e m a r k 4 . 3 2 . It is important to note that /i-pure hull need not be unique. 
Definition 4.3.3. A submodule N of M is a fcV-submodule of M if there exists an 
integer k such that N^M) ^ Nt{M), Vt > k. If k = 0, then A^  is a V-submodule of 
M. 
L e m m a 4 . 3 . 4 . Let A^  be a semi /i-pure submodule of M and K a /i-pure hull of 
N in M.Then for an integer k the following conditions are equivalent: 
{i)Soc{Hk-i){K) t N, Soc{Hk{K)) C A^  for some k e Z+. 
(ii) N is a fcl^-submodule of M. 
Proof . Since K is the minimal /i-pure submodule of M containing N, 
Soc{Hk{K)) C N+Hk+i{K), therefore A^  is almost dense in AT.Again Soc I ^^ ^ J 
/ ^oc(if (t+i)(Aj_+A^\ .^  _^ ^^  ^^^^ .^ . ^^^^^^ ^ Nt{M).Now (i) implies that 
Soc{Hk^i{K)+N) ^ N and Soc{Ht{K)+N) ^ N for all t > k. Therefore Qk-i{K, N) ^ 
0 and Qt[K, N) = 0 for all / > k. Now N^-\M) f N,,_y{M) and N'{M) ^ Nt{M) for 
'dl\t> k implying that N is a fclZ-submodule of M. 
On the other hand if A^  is a fc^-submodule of M then N^-\K) ^ A f^c_i(K) and 
N^{K) = Nt{K) for all t > /c.For a semi /i-pure submodule N contained in a /i-pure hull 
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K C M, K may be expressed as a direct sum K = A(£iC, where C is bounded.Since 
C is bounded Soc(C) = Soc{N) and there exists a non negative integer / such that 
Soc{H,{K)) C .¥.Since Soc{Ht{M) + N ^N for ah t>l,we have I = k. 
Consider a semi /i-pure submodule N of M such that QtiM, N) = 0 for alH > fc 
for some A;.If K is the /i-pure hull of N in M, then there exists submodules A and C 
such that K = AeC,Soc{A) = Soc{N), Hk^i{C) i^ 0 and Ek{C) = 0 and 
Soc{(Ht{M) -t N)/N) = Soci{Ht{K) + N)/N) © {Soc{Ht{M) + N)/N) 
Now we are able to state the following: 
T h e o r e m 4 . 3 . 5 . Let A^  be a semi /i-pure submodule of M.Then there exists a 
subsocle 5 of M such that every /i-pure hull of A'' is S'-high in M. 
Proof . Since A^  is semi /i-pure in Af,there exists a non-negative integer k such that 
(TV + //,+i(M)) n Soc{Ht{PI)) ^ (N n Soc{Ht(M)) + SociHt+,{M)) 
V t > k i.e. A^  is a A;I^-subinodule of M.Consider the /i-pure hull iT of A' in M,then 
Soc{Hk{K)) = Soc{N n Hk{M)). 
Therefore, 
Soc{Hk{M)) = Soc{N n HkiM)) © Sk 
for some subsocle Sk of M. 
Since N\M) = N\K) + Nt{M) and Soc{Ht{K)) C Soc{Ht+i{K)) + N, 
yt > 0, Soc(H,..^i{M)) = N^--\M) © Sk-i for some subsocle Sk-i of M. 
Therefore, 
5oc(i/fc_i(M)) = A/'=-n/<) + A-fe_i(M)©5fe_i 
= {5oc(if,._i(/i)) + 5oc(F,(M))) © Sk-i 
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On repeating the same process, after a finite number of steps we get 
Soc{M) = Soc{K) ® Sh e 5fc, 1 e e 5o. 
where each Si is a subsocie of M. 
This iniphes that every /i-pure huU of iV in M is S'-high in M,where S = Sk ® 
Sk-i® ®So. 
An immediate consequence of the above resuh is stated below: 
For any two h-puve hulls L,K of a submodule N oi M 
Soc{H,{M))/Soc{H^iL)) ^ Soc{H>,\M))/Soc.(Hk{K)), fork>0 
But by [33] we can't say that Soc{Hk{L) and Soc(Hk(K) are congruent modulo M. 
Now we shall try to find a relation between K/N and M/K, where X is a 
/i-pure hull of AMf L and K are two h-pme hulls of a semi h-pnve submodule A'' of M, 
then Soc{H,,{L/N)) ^ Soc{Hk{K/N)) for all A; > 0. The cardinality of the minimal 
generating set of Soc{Hk{K/N)), denoted by g{Soc{Hk(K/N)) plays a very important 
role in this study.Since Soc{Hk{L)) = Soc{Hk{K)) this cardinal doesn't depend on 
the /i-pure hull of A^  and it is a relative invariant of A' in M.The Q:*''^ -Ulm Kaplansky 
invariant (and other related concepts) of a QTAG-module was defined in [29] as 
/ Soc(H^(M)) \ 
^"'(">=nS»c(ff„,,(M))j 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4 . 3 . 6 . Let A^  be a semi /i-pure submodule of M and K,L be the 
/i-pure hulls of A^  in M.Then 
fMIK{t)^fMIL{t). V ^ > 0 . 
Proof . By throom 4.3.5, we know that N\M) = N\K) + Nt{M) and 
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Soc(Ht(K)) C N + Ht+i{K) for all t > 0. Therefore the t^ '^ -Ulm Kaplansky mvariant 
of N with respect to M, ft{M,N) is 
g{Soc(HtiM))/{Soc{Ht(K) + Soc{Ht+iiM))) 
Since a submodule K is /i-pure in M if all the elements of the Soc{K) have the 
same height in K as in M,this result with the above discussion enabled us to write f^ 
Ulni Kaplansky invariant of A'' with respect to M 
Again we have 
fM/K{t) = g{{SocHt{M/K)/{Soc{Ht+,{M/K))) 
As {Soc{Ht{M/K)))/{Soc{Ht+i{M/K))) ^ {K+Soc{Ht{M)))/iK+Soc{Ht+i{M))) 
= {Soc{Ht{M)) + Soc{Ht{K)) + K)l{Soc{Ht+i{M)) + Soc{Ht{K)) + K) 
and {Soc{Hi{M)) + Soc{Ht{K))) nKC Soc{Ht+i{M)) + Soc{Ht{K)), 
we have 
IM/Kit) = g{SocmM))/{Soc{H,{K)) + Soc{Ht+i{Mm 
= MM,N). 
Similarly fM/iit) = ftiM/N),y t > 0 and the result follows. 
L e m m a 4 .3 .7 . Let K be a /i-pure submodule of M containing the submodule 
A^.Then 
Soc{HkiM/N))/Soc{Hk{K/N)) ^ Soc{Hk{M))/Soc{H,{K)) 
for every integer /c > 0. 
Proof . We shall prove this lemma by using the famous Dedekind short exact se-
quence. 
Since Soc{{H,{M) + N)/N)/Soc{iHkiK) + A')/A^) 
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= {Soc{{Hk[K) + N)IN) + Soc{{H,{M) + N)/N))/Soc{{Hk(K) + N)/N) 
^ (Soc{(Hk[M)) + N)/N))/{SociHk(K) + N)/N)) n {Soc{Hk{M)) + N)/N)) 
^ {Soc{H,{M)) + N)/N)/iSoc{Hk{K)) + N)/N}) 
^ {Soc(H,{M}) ^ N))/{Soc(H,{K)) - N)). 
Again 
Soc[Hk{M)) nNcKn Soc{Hk{M)) - Soc{HkiK)) 
Therefore we have 
{Soc{H,(M) + N))/{Soc{Hk{K) + N)) ^ Soc{Hk{M))/Soc(Hk{K)). 
By Dedekind short exact sequence we have 
for every integer k > 0. 
To study the intersections of finitely many /i-pure submodules of M containing 
A'',we need some notations and lemmas: 
L e m m a 4 . 3 . 8 . Let A^  be a semi h-pme and /cV^-submodule of M contained in a 
h-pure submodule A of ilf .Then 
giiiSocmM)) + N)/N)/iSoc{Ht{A)) + N)/N)) < g{Soc{Ht{M))/Soc{Ht{K))) 
for every integer i > 0 and /i-pure hull K of A'' in M. 
Proof . Since K is a /i-pure hull of iV in M,Soc{Hk{K)) = 5oc(A^ n //^^(M)) and 
Soc{Hk{M)) = 5oc(7V n Hh{M)) © 5^ for some subsocle Sk of M.For every t > k, 
we have Soc{Ht(A)) = 5'oc(iVn//t(M))©(^n5i) and Soc{Ht{M)) = Soc{Ht{A))®S[ 
for some submodule S[ of the subsocle S't. 
Now by Lemma 4.3.7, 
Soc{{Ht{M) + N)IN)ISoc{{Ht{A) + iV)/AO ^ Soc{Ht{M))/Soc{Ht{A)) 
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^S'fCSt^- Soc{Ht{M))/Soc{Ht{K)) 
So we may assume t < k On the similai lines of Theorem 4.3.5, we can say that 
Soc(Hk-i(M) = {{N + H,{M)}nSociH,^,(M)))(i)Sk-i 
= {{N - IhiA)) n Soc(Hf,-i(A)}) + Soc{Hk{M)) ® Sk-i 
= {{N + Hk{A)) n Soc{Hk-i{A))) + Soc{N n Hk{M)) ® 5,. 0 5fc_i 
where 5*^ - 1 IS a subsocle oi M 
Now we have Soc[Hk-,{M) i — 6oc(ii/fc„n^Aj i ® CA;_I, where Cfc_i is a submodule 
of Sk e ^fc-i Because Soc{Hi_i[M)) = Soc{Hk-i{K)) ®Sk® Sk-i, the result holds 
for t = /r — 1. On the lines of Lemma 4.3.4, if we repeat the steps we have 
g{{Soc{Ht{M) + N)/N)/{Soc{{H,{A) + N)/N) < g{Soc{Ht{M)/Soc{Ht{N))). 
L e m m a 4 . 3 . 9 . Let A^  be a semi /i-pure submodule of M which is an intersection of 
finitely many /?-pure submodules in M.Then there exist a positive integer / such that 
g{Soc{KlN)) < I g{Soc M/Soc K) 
where i^ is a /i-pure hull of A^ . 
Proof . Let N — f] K^, where each K^ is /i-pure submodule of M containing A .^We 
1=1 
may define KQ = K and L„, = P| Soc i —~— 1 and we have 
•O"©"* *.(^ r)-(-©) 
As 
L„, " L„, n Soc{K„jN) " 5oc(A ,^„/A^) 
By the previous lemma 
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C Soc{M/N)/Soc{KjN). 
9 1 ^ ^ ) < g{{Soc(MlN))l{Soc(KiN')] = giSoc{M)/Soc{K)) 
This implies that 
g{Soc{K/N)) < I g{Soc{M)/Soc{N)). 
L e m m a 4 . 3 . 1 0 . Let N be a semi /i-pm^e submodule of M.Then for every integer 
fc>0, 
g{Soc{H,{M))/Soc{H,{K))) = g{Soc{H,{M))ISoc{Hk{M)) n A^ ) 
Proof . Since K is a /i-pure hull of A^  in M, Hk{K) is a /i-pure hull of TV n Hk{M) in 
Hk{M) and N n Ht{M) = A^  n Hk{K). 
Therefore, 
g{Soc{Hu{K))/{Hk{K) n A )^) = g{Soc{Hk{KlN)) 
= g{Soc{H,{M))l{Soc{Hk{M)) n A )^) and 
9{Soc{H,{M))l{Soc{H,{M) nN)) = 9[%l[l[[^]])• 
Now we can state the following result. 
T h e o r e m 4.3.11.Let A^  be a semi /i-pure submodule of M.If A^  is an intersection of 
finitely many h-pme submodules in M,tlien for ah integer k > 0, there exist a positive 
integer l^ such that 
„5«.,.,./.))),..,(g||gl) 
where K is a /?-pure hull of A^  in M. 
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I 
Proof . Let iV = f] Ki, where each Ki is a /i-pure subniodule of M containing N.Now 
1=1 
N n Hk{M) is semi /i-pure in Hk{M) and we also have that 
N n Hk{M) = []{Ki n Hk{M)) = f l Hk{Ki 
7 = ] 1=1 
and Hk{K,/i is a /i-pure submodule of Hk[M) containing A^  H Hk{M). Therefore by 
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